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The Divine Name in Exodus iii. 14
WILLIAM

R. ARNOLD

ANDOVER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

section of the Book of Exodus in which this verse
THE
occurs is a familiar one. It describes Jahweh's initial
appearance to Moses and the latter's commission to deliver
the Children of Israel from the Egyptian bondage. The
Jahwistic and Elohistic sources have been so closely interwoven at this point that the greatest difference of opinion
exists among ciitics as to the attribution of the material.
There are hardly two writers who do not disagree at some
point or other in the course of the third chapter, while
some make no attempt at a complete analysis. There is,
however, universal agreement regarding the fact that the
passage which has to do with Moses' inquiry after the proper
name of the god of Israel's fathers and the ensuing reply, is
to be assigned to the E source. Not merely has it the earbut the J source has no room
mark of the appellative
or occasion for such an ''IMX,
episode, whereas the E document
almost requires it.
Dillmann, Wellhausen, Kuenen, Jiilicher, Kittel, Driver, Cornill, Bacon, Baentsch, Holzinger,
Moore, Carpenter and Harford - all are agreed that vss.01-15
contain no J material, though a number of them maintain
that redactional elements are not lacking. That is the position assumed in this paper.
Nor, for the purposes of our discussion, does it make any
difference whether or not we hold with Steuernagel that all
the subsequent passages in the E document in which the
name
occurs, together with vss.13-15of this chapter, in
which MI,'
the name is formally introduced, are additions from
the hand of E2, the original E source knowing nothing of
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this disclosure of the name and continuing after as before
to employ D'ibK.l Nothing that we have to say is in any
way affected by shifting the entire series of ~7' passages
from the middle of the eighth to the middle of the seventh
century B.C. We may consider the whole of E a document
of the middle of the seventh century, disregarding the fact
that the greater part of it was taken from an earlier written
source. That document introduced the name 7ll' for the
first time in the call of Moses, and employed the name from
time to time thereafter.
In any case, this passage gives us much more than we reat
quire. It is not content with introducing the name
,fll' on
the appropriate point in the Elohistic narrative; it goes
to obtrude--or rather, it begins by obtruding, two occult
expressions, which have some shadowy connection with the
name to be communicated. Instead of the expected
i,
God answers Moses' inquiry, " When the children of Israel
ask me thy name, what shall I say unto them?" with the
MR,and continues, "Thus shalt thou
enigmatic ' IR7 tK
unto
the
of
children
Israel, M'K hath sent me unto you."
say
In spite of the fact that what we want, and what Moses is
represented as wanting, is a name, and not a definition of
the name, or a characterization of the person bearing it, it is
assumed (so far as I know, by all scholars) that the writer
of vs.14 here puts into the mouth of Jahweh at once a definition of his name and a characterization of his person. That
the definition is more or less opaque, and the characterization
more or less unintelligible, are not held to be very serious
However much they may have discommoded
defects.
Moses, they furnish rare opportunities for the gyrations of
the "religionsgeschichtlicher Luftballon." Ordinarily, this
definition and characterization is not, among modern scholars, taken to represent anything but the mind of the indi1 Studien und Kritiken, 1899, pp. 339 ff.; anticipated by Bacon, Triple
Tradition of the Exodus, pp. lii and 23, and in part by Wellhausen, Composition des Hexateuchs2, p. 72. The more defensible position is to abide by
Wellhausen's suggestion, assigning Exodus 313-15to the original source, while
sections to a later hand.
attributing the subsequent
,t1,
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vidual Elohistic writer, who labored unsuccessfully to bring
to expression the product of his own theological speculations.
Kautzsch, however, asserts that " the rejection of the interpretation [of the name Jahweh] offered in Exodus 315 [slip
for 14] involves the conclusion that even the early sources of
the Pentateuch were in error as to the true meaning of the
most important and most sacred Divine name in Israel," and
asks, "Can it be supposed that at the time of E (c. 750 B.c.)
the living apprehension of the genius of the Hebrew language was no longer adequate to interpret correctly a name
like Jahweh? We cannot help thinking that this question
has been answered in the affirmative far too hastily by those
who follow the prevailing current of opinion on this subAnd we are only strengthened in our conviction
ject.
when we note the extremely varied interpretations which
have been proposed as substitutes for that adopted in
Exodus 315 [14]." 2
I think it can be shown (against Kautzsch) that Exodus 314
affords no data for the scientific determination of the origin
and meaning of the name Jahweh; and (against the current
view) that this verse is in no way concerned with the subject
of the origin and meaning of the name, and accordingly does
not even give us the writer's views upon that subject; and
finally that the phrase MI•R'"1WtMIN in vs.14a and the word
M'M in 14b, upon which all this theorizing has been based,
were not to be found in the E document, but came into
the text of the completed Pentateuch several hundred years
after the middle of the seventh century, certainly not long
before 300 B.C.
One cannot operate with uncertain quantities.
Our first
all
to
remove
doubt
be
must
as
to
task
the priority of the
Masoretic text, and our second task will be to determine
the meaning of its language. Only then shall we be in a
position to deal with the literary and historical questions
involved.
2 Article
Religion of Israel in the Extra Volume of Hastings's Dictionary
of the Bible, pp. 626 f.; cf. the same author's article on Divine Names, En-

cyclopcediaBiblica, col. 3323.
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The question as to the text may be finally disposed of.
Nowhere is there any trace of an original Hebrew other than
114
that of our current editions, viz.: M=3 *b =7Kb

The variants of Hebrew manuscripts recorded by Kennicott
and De Rossi are as follows: In vs.14, one manuscript omits
the initiall~K'1; one manuscript omits ~ZK; one manuscript
one manuscript omits 41M WitmnWZW~i~t
repeats 17b;
'M 9K'l;
all these indubitably represent careless de;
from
the
current text. For =$? of vs.14b, thirteen
parture
Hebrew manuscripts of Kennicott and twelve more of De
Rossi have, with the Soncino edition (1488) and apparently
all Samaritan manuscripts, = $X, as in vs.15; four more of
Kennicott and ten of De Rossi were corrected to )1= from
first hand '3
; one of De Rossi began to write 1= $1
but changed to '=$, while another of De Rossi actually had
'D corrected to ~3 X; the difference is quite immaterial,
though, to judge from vs.13, the writer's style was not so
'
uniform, rather varying for the sake of euphony, so that
of our text would seem to be the original. For the final
M.itb four manuscripts spell =$X.
In vs.15a, two manuone manuscripts have t11V MM?Xin place of MM
"b;11V;
and
three
inserts
between
M=;
script
manuscripts
•MMR
MW=
have P1=, as in vs.14, in place of '= $b ; one manuscript
for X'1WV
has
; one manuscript has =t't
4M$VW MR
•of
•'IV
instead
has
before
one
M"i;
manuscript
2=3M,
'•?
two
five manuscripts omit =
repeating 4M
$bt'14;
it?;
four
manuMasoretic
Samaritan manuscripts spell
• 1?;
M24
; one
scripts have, with the Samaritans, 1 before
•PM
manuscript has 11W for 1M$W; four manuscripts (two of
them the same as in the case of vs.'4) have ==b for it bt.
In vs.15b,six Masoretic manuscripts have, with the Samaritans
and the Soncino edition, M$IV for M$V$,and five more have
8 This is the
only possible interpretation of Kennicott's ",~ 2N20... "n
A75."
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been corrected to =•9;.4
Finally, five Masoretic manuread
and
more did so originally; one
two
scripts
11T1'1',
inserts
the
manuscript
conjunction, while retaining the defective spelling, ' 11' ~, and three have the conjunction
with plene spelling, '1111 1.
The Samaritans spell vari• and
but all, apparently,
ously, Il l
,
,
''1111"t,
"I
'I'•l
have the conjunction.
all that do not
Of these variants,
consist in mere difference of spelling are unmistakable corruptions of our received text. ''1~1 I'T,with the conjunction,
occurs much oftener, especially in the later literature, but
though it occurs only twice elsewhere in the Old
''7,
1t
Testament, is unquestionably the more idiomatic Hebrew.
Coming to the Alexandrian Greek version, Codex Alexandrinus (A) and Codex Vaticanus (B) agree to the letter
as regards all but the two words bracketed below, which
are omitted by A. I have derived the readings of A and
B directly from the photographic reproductions of the
eo"
eok rpo( Mwvo-v [Xe'cov],
manuscripts: 14Kai E7EV
X
U
&iV
0
Waoo
yE7
ica'tetTev,
epetq

,W
"rotvtot
ov"oT
cal EtTev0
5,?
OEOW 7rdXtv
Vlaq.
petEVToO vWioO
'IopaIrX, Kvptov 0ek vrv 7rpo\
'a-

Awre'o'raXKe'v /Pe 7rp

Mwvoev, oir'cq
e'pwV V1iw,

OEOk'Appaha

J

1ca1 Oeo

'Iraorc
Vc-tv
are''TaX/ce'v pe rpo ?T T&-0TVGod o6
p1vA7o1Euvvov[tyevc&v] yevca6?.

Ica\
&Oeb 'Ialcc4,
vopoa alvwtov Ical

In the omission of Xe'TovA is supported by Codex Amwith Alexandrinus is left
brosianus (Lagarde F)5--which
unnoticed by Holmes in this connection - and, according
to Holmes, by Codex Coislinianus (Lagarde M), the only
remaining uncial that contains the passage, besides the cursives, Holmes 14, 15, 18, 25, 30, 32, 52, 55, 56, 57, 59, 64, 71,
74, 75, 76, 83, 84, 106, 107, 108, 131, 134, 135, the Complutensian, Aldine, and Grabian editions, the text of Nicephorus,
and several daughter versions. The weight of evidence, with4 Fanciful Rabbinical speculationsbear express witness to the universal
defective spelling of the word in this passagein earliertimes; see b. Pesahim
50a, Qiddushin71a, j. Yoma40d, and ShentothRabba, ad loc.
5 See Ceriani's edition of the manuscript,Monuntentasacra et profana,
vol. iii. pp. 25 f.
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out any regard to the Hebrew, obliges us to exclude Xe'ov
from the Greek text. That done, the text of A and B is
entirely in accord with the Masoretic Hebrew. The conjunction before 0E6 'Iadi and the uniform rendering of 41=?
and "= 'K could hardly be avoided in the Greek; while the
pov 'ov was too obvious
dependence of wrq1Ao-vvovon ToUdToS
'
of that phrase.
to tolerate the repetition
elpL v is of
course not the proper equivalent of IIXK 'Ey•7
:f7 N, but it is
,'1
not a proper equivalent of any imaginable
Hebrew, and is
more likely to be based upon this somewhat cryptical, than
upon a more transparent Hebrew; the original yielded the
Greek translator no thought, only a verb, and he supplied the
of A, it
yeveat- of B and ryeveakiT
thought. As regards ryeve&v
would be sufficient for our purposes to point out that whether
the Greek

translator

rendered yfeve&Jvyeveakt or merely

yeve-

a I,'1 'I'l must be assumed for the Hebrew that lay before
him. In my judgment, however, A will represent the original Greek, though it is apparently alone in the reading
fyeveati; for the order yevewr yeveaiT,which is opposed with
yeveat~

yeveiv by five cursives

only (H. 19, 108, 118, 53, 72,

of which the first three are "Lucianic" and the last "Hexaplaric "), is not a natural one, and the single Greek plural
word occurs elsewhere for the iterated Hebrew singular: el;
/evedq is the rendering of '11' 1I'l in Isaiah 3410 and of
11•1 'It in Isaiah 614.
Among the numerous recorded variants from the above
Greek text, there are, in the first place, certain manifest
errors of omission due to homoeoteleuton: one manuscript
(H. 53) skips from 7rp?4Mwvo-iv in vs.14 to the words following the same phrase in vs.S1; the same manuscript passes
from OBeo preceding rv 7raTepLov
wi&v to the word 'A,3a'v
padI; two manuscripts (H. 72, 74) pass from T0o4 vioiT
'Ipa"X of vs.'4 to what follows these words in vs.15; and
one manuscript (H. 54) passes from 7r&v7rarepaov
of
vs.15 to the words following the same expression ini4,Av
vs.6.
In the next place, there are a number of variants which,
however relevant they may be to the reconstruction of the
original form of the Alexandrian version, have no bearing
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on the question of the underlying Hebrew. Such are the
readings t7re de'or EIreve S' of a few cursives (among them
the "Lucianic" H. 19, 108, 118) for xal etrev in 14a or 16,
the form cr e'0rTaXxe,without final v; the insertion in a large
number of cursives and three early editions of the article 0
before Oeob'Ap pad'p, Oek 'Io-adlc,and OE 'Ia/co/3; the readof the "Lucianic" manuscripts H. 108 and
ing ao7TreoEtXe
in a few
in vs.15; the reading pot for
118 for 7re'0-raX/ce
/oi
cursives; the insertion of do'before o"vopain the Complutensian Polyglott. In the same category belong the omission
of the initial xat by five cursives in vs.14 and by two cursives
in vs.15, and of course the erroneous yeved' for ryeveal" of
referred to above.
H. 75, as well as the reading
7yeve^ov
/yeveaV
Lastly, there are the variants which might bear on the original Hebrew if they represent the earliest form of the Greek
version. Ten cursive manuscripts (H. 14, 16, 25, 32, 52, 54, 57,
77, 78, 130) have for 0ed' of vs.14 Kipto &"'ed; the reading,
even if it were more strongly sustained than it is, would have
to be rejected on the merits of the question: "PI191MM' is
utterly impossible in this connection. The same is true of
the Complutensian's simple Kitptov for 0Gdo. Six cursives
(H. 16, 25, 52, 54, 78, 131) and the text of Nicephorus omit
the troublesome ical EJrEVat the beginning of vs.14b; the
omission of the phrase is easily accounted for, but its introduction, on the other hand, would be quite unaccountable.
An isolated manuscript (H. 83) goes one step farther and
omits with cal el7rev the preceding 'yc
4V6,being doubtwelpt
less influenced by the 7rp04Movaqv
EPE~T1. T. X. of vs.16.
oiorw
M
one
uncial
and
cursive
(H. 18) omit pe'in vs.14;
Lagarde's
'
one cursive (H. 106) omits
8oek rdXt" 7rph Mwvo-,v in
of 14b; another curofrw
the
cal61
vs.16, imitating
?pet
Ee•r
sive (H. 75) omits 7rdXvr,imitating vs.14a; and another
(H. 72) omits 7rpos Mwva-v of vs.15. All these almost certainly involve only oversight on the part of the copyists of
the individual manuscripts concerned. The fifth century
Codex Ambrosianus (Lagarde F) and the seventh century M
besides ten cursives (H. 18, 55, 58, 59, 64, 72, 84, 85, 107,
in place of 6 GB?
134) have 7rdXav Oe~d~
ordXtLv, while ten
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more cursives (H. 14, 16, 25, 32, 52, 54, 57, 73, 78, 131 - in
the main the same that insert K'ptov in vs.14), and the text
of Nicephorus have rdaeXtv
K6ptov 6 Oeod. Disregarding the
on
the
element Kvptov
grounds alleged above, one might be
inclined to accept this as the original order of the Greek
version, since it more closely conforms to the Hebrew t17
but the reading of A and B and congeners is not so
MM?ibK;
easily disposed of, nor does that reading necessarily bespeak
a Hebrew 117 WMt.
It is most reasonable to suppose that
the readingt• 7rdXtv o6
reo
goes back to an early correction
at
more
aiming
rigid conformity to the Hebrew order. The
variant -ra'Xv 'eo',
then, will confirm the Hebrew text,
not
while
as the original
invalidating the reading 6"e 7radXwv
form of the Greek version. Of the remaining variants none
need detain us. H. 106 alone has nrp6gairo~`v for ro0e
viog v
of
the
Sixtine
edition,
vs.'5;
'IparjP
supported presumably
for b4&uv;and
by a number of Holmes's cursives, prints 7uc^ov
H. 55 adds aTrra( uot after bty
in
of
imitation
cpv,
vs.16.
We must hold that the Hebrew which lay before the translator of this passage in the Alexandrian Greek version was
the same as that of our Masoretic text.
That being the case, we can hardly expect to encounter
any adverse testimony in the later versions.
Of the other Greek versions we know no more than was
recorded already by Montfaucon.6 According to the manuscript H. 64 (Montfaucon's Reg. 1871), Aquila and Theodotion had in vs.'4 ga-opatgo-opat (for
ltK •K '1r'M), and
,ov
in
had
Of the
Symmachus
(for 1'V).
vs.15
'avdAevrla-(q
0b
Montfaucon
ac
"1Videtur
excidisse
former,
remarks,
legendum o-oizat
ero qui ero, ut consonent cum Hebraico
ro-opat,
." So also both Bahrdt,7 "Videtur b' excis19I 'W1
,ll'
disse," and Field, "ubi pronomen excidisse videtur." Field
cites the rendering of Grmcus Venetus, 'o-opa b ~e'op-at;
but the Jewish author of the Venetus had no need of Aquila
and Theodotion to guide him to that rendering; - the Complutensian Polyglott, not many decades after, translated the
6 Hexaplorum Origenis quae supersunt, Paris, 1713, vol. i. pp. 60 f.
7 Hexaplorum Origenis quae supersunt, Leipzig, 1769, Part i. p. 268.
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1b
tM•t of the Targum text with ero qui ero. That
a S,?'
relative pronoun has been carelessly omitted in the transmission of the rendering of those ancient versions is, however, probable enough.
The Targum of Onqelos, the Samaritan Targum, and the
Peshita for Exodus 314f. are practically literal renderings of
our Masoretic text. In all three versions the Hebrew
of 14b are carried over with,iNno
1b
of 14a and
M',r
,',R•
attempt at interpretation.
The consonantal text of Onqelos in the Complutensian
11t
01.b
t? "'
S
14
Polyglott is as follows:
1TiK1
,
,0',• ,ll

1"r1
f'fl
. That of the London Polyglott
w1'1 wl'l1'1
is identical with this, save that it prints " for 44. Berliner's
reprint (1884) of the Sabbioneta edition of 1557, besides
instead
employing 4, differs only in the reading
•iK'K variant
The
before intM' and
isolated
of
P7'1.
for ,TI~9K
vs.14 referred to by Berliner (Part ii. p. 183), I have
not been able to ascertain. The Targum's habitual substituof the Hebrew is of course of no textual
tion of 4" for
CT,•X
significance.
For the Samaritan Targum I transliterate from Petermann's edition (Berlin, 1882):
'iKM = b~ ~M
,M
, 1?,3•114

4
1 *:
111 n 'I 4n
The variants resulting
'7
•
•11
•l
from Petermann's collations are 1•.
: in vs."1,
for ifbt ;
••IbK
for M=W?9; flt for
for
and
; "1=?
;
'
)4
':'1W
,V=t for
,•(M
for
'MiW
V*ZMS; in vs.11, 11'I4 for 1Ml;
I•tBM MM•Bt;
and 1I for Mbit; '1= omitted; "'= for 'z; ; 1?R
Pl:•
for
for
.wb, and similarly in
;~
• for
IR, phrases
,•
,int
the •,•?14;
two parallel
following;
':M?W as in vs.14;
Ab~ and ?*y for ?1*9; 311 for 4'11; and 11 for
'1VT. The variants, when not scribal errors, are but different renderings of our Hebrew text.
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For the Peshita I give the text of Codex Ambrosianus
from Ceriani's photolithographic reproduction:
..o li
l•~j4
~bl
Cf~
z5
.%'' P-MM
-~~Q'-'
1-•
-SA'N, !•-L1,.•oz •1o
••
cCIQCLC••
•--•1

•.•!

•---•1

•e

l
IQ.-j1

••.•!

The texts of the London and Paris Polyglotts and the
Urfimia edition of 1852 accord with this, except that the
and the Urfmia edifor
Polyglotts have
L.mi-,
. Aphraates, in the Demontion has ,i.., and,i..l
a•ia God
the Son
stration that Christ ise•-i-1
of
(written in the year
655 Sel. = 343-344 A.D.), quotes from vs.14 ..~.1
acn.i-*l
~
and from vs.'5
>J~
~.s
? .
~..M e.
The paraphrases of ,5z
Targum Jerushalmi I (Pseudo-Jonathan) and Jerushalmi II (Fragment-Targum), though of
some value for the history of exegesis, are worthless for
purposes of textual criticism.
Finally I adduce the Latin of Jerome, first from the
Complutensian Polyglott, and next from the Clementine
edition of 1592, the official text of the Roman Church. I
supplement the abbreviations of the Complutensian in parentheses: Dixit deus ad moysen. Ego sum qui sum. Ait. Sic
dices filiis israel. Qui J(st): misit me ad vos. Dixitque
Dominus deus
iterum deus ad moysen. Hec dices filiisisrael.
abraam
isaac
deus
deus
vestrorii(m)
& deus iacob
&
patri(m)
misit me ad vos. Hoc nomJ(n) mihi est in eternii(m) : & hoc
memoriale mers(m) i(n) g(e)ni(er)atiJ(n)e & g(e)Ai(er)ationJ(m). The Clementine text is as follows: Dixit Deus ad
8
The Homilies of Aphraates, edited from Syriac manuscripts of the fifth
and sixth centuries in the British Museum, by W. Wright, p.
. The

passage is lacking in Wright'sindex of Scripturalquotations.
V
The Jacobite vocalization of the London and Paris Polyglotts is i.~am
and
while the Urfimia edition points the same syllables
a...,~.,
with m.•am
ZeqAfa; that is, the traditionalvocalizationboth east and
(Nestorian)
west is a constant a. Some manuscriptsof the lexical works of Bar Ali and
Bar Bahlul insert a helping vowel, "a.mn" (Payne Smith, col. 46); but
see Duval's edition of Bar Bahlul, col. 45. In no case, however, should the
phrase
be
vocalized , as Holzinger, Eodus, p. 7.

phrasebe vocalized amaj i.A.&ai.oj, as Holzinger,Exodus, p. 7.
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Ait: Sic dices filij8
Moysen: EGO SUM QUI SUM.
misit
me
UI
ad
vos.
EST,
Israel: Q
Dixitq. iterum Deus ad
Deus patrum
Dominus
Hcec
Israel:
dices filhjs
Moysen:
lacob misit
Deus
Deus
Deus
Isaac, &
Abraham,
vestrorum,
me ad vos : hoe nomen mihi est in
& hoe memoriale
ceternum,
The Antwerp Polymeum in generationem & generationem.
glott, except in spelling hcec and ceternum, conforms to the
Complutensian. The Paris Polyglott follows the Antwerp
in all but the last clause, where for in generatione et generationem it has only in generationem. Walton's Polyglott
agrees entirely with the Clementine edition. The additional
variants exhibited by manuscripts and editions of the Vulgate recorded by Vercellone9 are: in vs.14a, Dixitque for
Dixit; Dominus for Deus; in 14b, ait omitted; in 15, iterum
Dominus for iterum Deus. Of these only the second variant
is exhibited by more than one or two unimportant manuscripts. Codex Amiatinus has vestrum for vestrorum. Almost
all manuscripts and printed editions, according to Vercellone,
support the Complutensian against the Clementine in the
reading et Deus Isaac, while a few manuscripts omit the conjunction before both Deus Isaac and Deus lacob. Vercellone's testimony regarding the variant in generationem--in
generatione is somewhat vague, but the Complutensian reading
in generatione et generationem would seem to be the best supported. It is not possible, from the unsystematic summing
up of Vercellone's collations, to determine exactly the readings of certain manuscripts throughout the two verses. But
there can be little doubt that the text of the Complutensian
for Exodus 314 . is in all respects the best supported tradition
of the Latin of Jerome.
Before considering the relation of Jerome's version to the
9
and MMR, we should
Hebrew expressions
t,'M M,
,'lTsKwhich,
here as elsewhere, while
notice the freedom with
tolerably true to his original, he varies the Latin for stylistic
reasons in cases where he must of necessity have had the
same Hebrew. 't1ll is rendered dixit in vs.14a, ait in 14b,
M: is rendered sic dices in 14,and
and dixitque in 15;
'1"N1
9Variae lectionesvulgatae Latinae Bibliorum editionis, Rome, 1860-1864.
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haec dices in 15; 1= M is hoc nomen mihi est, but '121 M is
hoc memoriale meum. Under the circumstances we are not
warranted in assuming that he had DW 114~1 against the
Masoretic N
P ' 7K1, or ?Xw'=
2) in vs.15 against the
Z
'=
I
. And whatever be the authentic
Masoretic S•V'B
Hieronymic text of the last clause of vs.15, we need not look
beyond the 11 '1 of our Masoretic text for the underlying
Hebrew. I suspect, however, that the best Vulgate reading
transmitted to us, in generatione et generationem, has resulted
=
from original INGENERATIONEMGENERATIONEM
Turning to the renderings Ego sum qui sum and Qui est
misit me ad vos, we must notice, in the first place, that they are
not original with Jerome. It is a mere coincidence of grammatical parts of speech that Ego sum qui sum appears to be
'
M N1TK
than does the Greek
nearer to the Hebrew N~T l?K
a
matter
of
it
o
fact
is farther from the
as
cv;
dycj el?p•
Both of the Vulgate clauses were adopted by
Hebrew.
Jerome from the Old Latin usage, based, of course, upon the
Greek text alone.
The following sources for the reconstruction of the "Old
Latin" of Exodus 314were enumerated by Sabatier.10 I cite
the quotations of the Fathers, and for convenience of reference give the volume (Roman numerals) and column (Arabic
numerals) of Migne's Patrologia Latina where each quotation may be found: Ego sum qui sum, Novatian, De trinitate
(iii. 920); Ego sum qui sum and further on Ego sum qui sum
semper, Phoebadius Aginnensis, Contra Arianos (xx. 24);
Haec dices filiis Israel, Misit me ad vos
Ego sum qui sum. ....
is qui est, Hilary of Poitiers, De trinitate i. 5 (x. 28); Ego
sum qui sum, id. i. 6 (x. 28); -Ego sum qui sum. ...
Sic
dices filiis Israel, Misit me ad vos is qui est, id. iv. 8 (x. 102);
Dixit autem Dominus ad Moysen, Ego sum qui sum. Et dixit,
Sic dices filiis Israel, Qui est misit me ad vos, id. v. 22 (x. 144) ;
Misit me ad vos is qui est, id. xii. 24 (x. 447); Dixit Dominus,
10 BibliorumsacrorumLatinae versiones
antiquae seu vetusItalica, et caeterae quaecunquein codicibus mss. et antiquorumlibris reperiripotuerunt,

Paris, 1751.
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Ego sum qui sum. Dices, Qui est misit me, Ambrose, Epistola
viii (xvi. 953); Ego sum qui sum, id. Enarratio in Psalmum
xxxvi (xiv. 1054); Ego sum qui sum....
Misit me qui est,
ii
in
Joannis
evangelium (xxxv. 1389);
Augustine, Tractatus
Ego sum qui sum. Haec dices filiis Israel, Qui est misit me
ad vos, id. Sermo vi (xxxviii. 61); Dices itaque filiis Israel,
Qui est misit me ad vos, id. Sermo vii (xxxviii. 63); Ego
sum qui sum. Et dices filiis Israel, Qui est misit me ad vos,
Ferrandus, Epistola ad Reginum (lxvii. 944). Sabatier mentions further, Et dixit Dominus ad Moysen, Dic filiis Israel,
Hilary, In Psalmum cxviii (ix. 615); and Vade, die filiis
Israel, Qui est misit me, Jerome, Commentarii in Isaiam prophetam, cap. lii (xxiv. 518); but the former is beside our
point, and as regards quotations by Jerome, it would perhaps
be chronologically more pertinent to cite Qui est me misit,
Epistola xv (xxii. 35). To the above citations should be
added the text of the sixth century Lyons manuscript published by Robert,i" Et dixit Deus ad Moysen, Ego sum qui
sum. Et dixit, Sic dicis[so] filiis Istrahel, Qui est misit me
ad vos; and the passage in the metrical Heptateuch of Cyprianus the Gallic poet, who wrote in the early part of the fifth
century and everywhere employs a pre-Hieronymic version,12
Salvatortalia iungit:
Ille ego sum qui sum,sic dices, et superastra
Qui viget,estquedeus vestroruma stirpeparentum.
(Exodus, lines 167ff.)

It may be questioned whether certain of the Fathers cited
were not acquainted with and employing the Vulgate version, and some of the citations may owe their present form
to corruption of the patristic text in the direction of the
Still, a fair proportion of them will certainly
Vulgate.
preserve pre-Hieronymic readings. So that we may reasonably assume that the common Old Latin text of our verse
11 Version latine du Pentateuqueantirieure 'i Saint J&rome,Paris, 1881,
pp. 53 f., 168.
12See the discussionof Peiper, CorpusscriptorumecclesiasticorumLatinorum, vol. xxiii. pp. xxv f.
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ran as follows: Dixit (or Et dixit) deus ad Moysen, Ego sum
qui sum. lEt dizit, Sic (or haec) dices filiis Israel, Qui est
misit me ad vos.s1 This Latin is easily derived from the
Greek. Qui est is ordinary Latin for 0 cW,14and while Ego
sum qui sum is perhaps more naturally interpreted It is I
that am than I am he that is, the same is true of the Greek,
as Greek, with the personal pronoun expressed.15
Ego sum qui sum and Qui est misit me ad vos being derived
from the Old Latin and historically based upon the Greek,
the question we have to face is not whether they could or
could not by any possibility be derived from the Hebrew,
but merely whether they could in case of need be reconciled
with the Hebrew. For generations these striking texts had
been made the basis of theological speculation and demonstration. Had Jerome desired to depart from the common
Greek and Latin wording of the passage (which of course
was not the case), he lacked the independent Hebrew
scholarship which would enable him to do so without a
well-defined Jewish tradition to occasion and justify the
departure. But Jewish tradition, so far as concerned the
la There is no more reason for Sabatier's taking into his reconstructed
text of vs.14a Dominus of Hilary, De trinitate, v. 22, than there would be
for inserting Dominus ad Moysen in vs.14b,after that author on Psalm 118.
14Compare Tertullian's rendering of Apoc. 18, Adversus
Praxeam, cap.
xvii (Migne, ii. 199).
15Of course, I am he that is is the unmistakable intent of the Greek in
this passage; that is, 6 v is the logical predicate, not the subject. A less
ambiguous reproduction of the sense of the Greek would have been Ego
sum is qui est. So the Hexaplaric Syriac has .cno".l? on
j.) and
,Z.Ll
..& ~smo ? om; see Ceriani, Pentateuchi Syro-Hexaplaris
2,\.
%a..3supersunt, pp. 137 f.; Lagarde-Rahlfs, Veteris Testamenti Graeci in
quae
sermonem S8riacum versi fragmenta, p. 52; and compare the quotation
in the scholion of Jacob of Edessa published by Nestle, ZDMG, vol. xxxii.
p. 490. Similarly, the Ethiopic : iand w' tii zihil5 (I am he that is) and
zihal15 fdnadwdni (he that is has sent me); see Dillmann's Octateuchus
Aethiopicus, p. 100.
A third interpretation of Ego sum qui sum, as I am that l am, in which
sum is a copula and nothing more, is quite outside of the intent of the Latin,
as it is impossible in the case of the Greek. Qui est of 14b is a sufficient
demonstration of the fact. Our familiar English I am that I am represents
the Latin no more properly than it does the Greek or the Hebrew, and
it is high time the expression disappeared from scientific usage.
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construction and literal interpretation of the text, and not
merely a more or less free speculation as to its basis and
import,16 was able to dodge the issue by rehearsing the
expressions as the longer and shorter forms respectively
of a divine proper name. And in fact there can be little
doubt that had Jerome not found the Greek and Latin
before him, he would, in spite of Aquila and Theodotion,
have transferred the Hebrew vocables bodily into his own
version, as did Targum Onqelos and the Peshita.17 Jerome
,K
16So the Babylonian Gemara, Berachoth 9b: "1'RK
---The
,SK.
holy One, blessed be he, said unto Moses, Go and say unto Israel, I have
been ( 'n•) with you in this bondage: I will be (•IK) with you in the
And he (Moses) spake before
(future) bondage of the kingdoms ( Ft).
him, Lord of the world, sufficient unto the hour is the evil thereof I The
holy One, blessed be he, said unto him, Go and say unto them ')1M 04,0H
1't
'
,K
. -Rabbi Abba b.
Cf. Shemoth Rabba: "1~
t~'K."
'I'K•
Mamal said, The holy One, blessed be he, said unto Moses, Thou seekest
to know my name: according to my acts am I designated; sometimes I am
When
called '-1 ~M, at other times r11=2, at others i'Y6K,at others
the wicked,
I judge mankind, my name is ~YIK; when I make war upon ,'14.
when I bear with the sins of men, my name is "'IV f'K;
my name is
1•1N=;
is but the
and when I shew
mercy upon the world, my name is M~I'; for
,T,'
'K
(Exodus 346). So
symbol of mercy, as it is written (1r1
•r'I
acts.,~,~Rabbi Yishaq says,
that my name is
"1 •~K because of my,18
I•,K be he, said unto Moses, Say unto them, What I was
The holy One, blessed
in the past, that I am at present and will be in the future (4: 1 n~"W :
~ Ktl);
therefore
occurs three times (in this
W
1 VI
t= K?-'15•
Rabbi Jacob b. Rabbi Abina, on
passage). AndK,further:
"KN Mh.K.- ,141K
,,VK of Sepphoris, said, The holy One, blessed be
the authority of Rabbi Htina
with them in this
unto
said
Moses, Say unto them, I will be
he,
(,IT),
with
bondage, and in the bondage to which they go
1,) I will be
to relate this to them ? them. He (Moses) spake before him, And am I (r,•
Sufficient unto the hour is the evil thereof I He said unto him, Nay, thus
?V OM,?; unto
(only) shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, D XLK:Mr
thee I make (the future) known, not unto them."
A radically different elaboration is that contained in the Targums Jerushalmi I and II, which connects
K?with the act of bringing into existence,
,
or creation.
17Among the ten Hebrew names of the Deity which Jerome enumerates
in one of his letters to Marcella (Migne, xxii. 429) is ESER IEIE. The
citation is from memory, and knowing his Latin text better than his
Hebrew, he obtains the latter by what he assumes to be a re-translation of
the former. He proceeds to explain that the name is the Qui est of Exodus
Of
314b, but evidently forgot that the Hebrew had no "Vb at this point.
course the citation is worthless as a witness to the Hebrew text of his day
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is therefore not engaged in a free translation of Hebrew
prose at this point, but imagines he is perpetuating the
Greek exposition of the (so to speak, etymological) signi'"1%V
ficance of the proper names I I
WK 'M and M"MR.
That the former of these offered no obstacle, prima facie,
to the perpetuation of the formula Ego sum qui sum is selfevident: the Imperfect of a Hebrew verb occurred often
enough with present signification.
Tr'l would, of course,
not be the same person as Qui est; but an interpretation, if
it is to be one, must make sense, and Ego sum misit me is
so palpably close to nonsense that the alteration of the
Old Latin in that direction, on a mere point of the precise grammatical form of a proper name, was not to be
thought of.18
Like the Greek, Jewish Aramaic, Swmaritan, and Syriac
versions made directly from the Hebrew, the Latin Vulgate
offers no occasion for questioning that the Masoretic text of
3d person), but it does show clearly that his
(ESER IEIE =
~,"KM,
Jewish teachers, ,'like
the translators of the Targum, treated both expressions
as names of the Deity.
As a genuine divine name, distinguished from mere circumlocutory epithets, and yet in no way related to the tetragrammaton,
"WlK
,'ItK
,T,'K
appears in the Jerusalem Gemara, Megilla 71 d, and in the
Babylonian
Gemara, Shebu'oth 35 a. For its potency as a divine name, the phrase (or
some corruption of it) was also employed in incantations, especially in later
times, and that even among the Mohammedan Arabs; cf. Goldziher, ZDMG,
vol. xlviii. pp. 359 f. Already in b. Baba Bathra 73 a, there is a sailors'
yarn about a perilous wave being laid low by means of missiles on which was
:1
N.
M1:1:1M4 1 wm
engraved,l
pbt pbt rlb=
Is I am hath sent me unto you is a specialty of, our own language, and a
favorite one. Watson, in his translation of Hilary's De trinitate (Nicene
and Post-Nicene Fathers, second series, vol. ix.), renders the Latin Misit
me ad vos is qui est of iv. 8 with I am hath sent me unto you, after the King
James version. Similarly, in Fremantle's edition of Jerome's letters (ib.
vol. vi.), Qui est me misit of Letter xv (Migne, xxii. 35) is rendered I am
hath sent me. Contrast the Wycliffite versions of Exodus 314.
A proceeding somewhat analogous to Jerome's is that of Parisot, who, in
the Latin translation of Aphraates's quotation above-mentioned (Patrologia
Syriaca, Part i. vol. i. col. 791), makes the author adopt the formula of the
Vtlgate, Ego sum qui sum, whereas Aphraates quotes the Hebrew vocables
of the Peshita version as he would a proper name, with no interpretation
whatever.
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Exodus 314f. goes back beyond the middle of the third century B.C. (the commonly accepted date of the Alexandrian
translation of the Pentateuch into Greek) to some point
prior to the final breach (whenever it may have occurred)
between the Samaritan and Jerusalem communities.19
Our next step is to determine the meaning of the language
of the text. This task is not a theological one, nor yet an
historical one, but purely linguistic. As Hebrew, the phrase
1M' "'I
(and the same is true of the following MIM
1=4 xR: l MIM~,r
in
,
vs.14b) can have only one, definite meaning,
or one of several just as definite meanings. The context may
be needed to determine which particular one of several meanings offered by the language we are to adopt, but the meanings
from which the selection is made must be yielded by the language itself. And while a word may be used in pregnant
fashion with allusion to a known circle of ideas, such connotation must be substantiated by more than assertion, and cannot in any case be intelligently discussed until the primary
denotation has been grasped. Needless to say that the contribution of this or that interpretation to the requirements of
a given theory of the development of the religion of Israel, can
have no bearing upon the question. Even the renderings of
the ancient versions and the exegesis based upon them, are in
this case beside the mark: M',' is a common Hebrew word,
T
and the construction •
is, as we shall see, a
"~VK
,R
,
19According to Josephus, about 333 B.C. "Ueber die Entstehung des
samaritanischen Schismas giebt es nur einen Bericht, den bei Jos. ant. XI.
in der persischen und hel72 82. 4, und der ist falsch " (Litlscher, Palistina
lenistischen Zeit, p. 37). That it is our only account is quite true. Nehemiah
1328f. does not profess to relate to such an episode, and cannot relate to it, if
only for the circumstance that the cleavage was not consummated till after
the Pentateuch had been both compiled and domesticated. But it does not
follow that the statement of Josephus is therefore in its entirety fictitious.
How the fact that the schism synchronized with Alexander's conquest could
is not apparent.
be derived from a "false exegesis" of Nehemiah 1328
•,
Josephus's statement on that point may or may not rest on good tradition;
that it does not, is not demonstrated by his erroneous application of the
Nehemiah passage. For the rest, H61lscher's own determination of the date
of the schism, by means of the indirect evidence of the combined prophecies
of Isaiah 56-66, as soon after the punitive expedition of Artaxerxes Ochus,
does not materially conflict with that furnished by Josephus.
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not unparalleled Hebrew construction. The versions have
rendered us their only possible service: they have borne
their testimony to the integrity of the Hebrew text from
the third century B.C. to the present time.
and
The clauses just mentioned,
'iTHN
,I~'
,IM,
,IMM
XmbW, are the only parts of the text that present any
MV?•
difficulty and about the interpretation of which there is dispute. The second of these clauses can be dismissed with a
few words. Whatever may be the literal meaning of the
in this sentence it is in the nominative case,
word
,•,R,
the
verb which follows it, and therefore a subof
subject
stantive. Since, moreover, the word is in itself a verb in
the first person singular of the Imperfect tense, as a substantive it cannot be an appellative, but must be a proper
name. And while a proper name may have a transparent
etymology, it is not permissible to drag its etymology into
the structure of the sentence in which it occurs. We neither
~
of 1 Samuel 1215,And
interpret nor render II= S j1
1?)1 as to the
to
house.
The
his
went
question
origin of
gave
the name and the reason for its bestowal may be legitimately raised, but not in the act of rendering a sentence
in which it is already employed as such. So that the
only permissible interpretation and rendering of the He4 1V
brew sentence MVX )M
is 'Phye'h hath sent me
unto you.
,•'M
MN. This
The case is different with regard to
"K ~TM
,MR sentence, for it
a
constitutes
complete
expression necessarily
b ~HK'. As
is all that follows the formula
~Z
,M1W~ t•,V it could conone single proper name, '_hyeh-asher-'dhydh,
stitute only one of two elements in the reply; another element, either a verb or a noun, would be required. We should
have something like '"Phyeh-ashe'r-'dhy'h hath sent thee, or
'Phyeh-asher-'e'hy h is my name, or I am '"hye'h-ashLr'e'hye'h. As surely, then, as we must refrain from translating the word 1~IKNin vs.'4 must we face the problem of the
interpretation of the sentence •MMr"'I• MMN in 4. Nor
can the first element of the expression be constituted a
'
proper name, while the remaining 7171 M is treated as a
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separate, subordinate clause explanatory of the name.20 To
say nothing of the intrinsic absurdity of explaining a word
that needs no explanation by repeating that same word, or
of the unnatural construction of 'VA involved, the identical
remarks apply to the simple •M1A that have been passed
considered as a proper name:
upon M•I• 'M
I~•,
, ,•
the sentence demanded by the introalone cannot constitute
R MA
t .
ductory formula MB= M
%1•
What, then, is ,the meaning of the Hebrew sentence
,r~N
"1TH?
014,19
The facts with regard to the literal rendering of this
clause as Hebrew, no matter where or in what connection
it might be found, were accurately set forth by Robertson
Smith.21 Nevertheless, recent commentators on the book of
Exodus, and others who touch upon the subject, continue to
tread, or to linger about, the path of error. A restatement
of the case is therefore not uncalled for.
20 So, after Ibn Ezra, Wellhausen, Compositiondes Hexateuchs8,p. 72,
note 2, " Bin - sintemal ich bin "; and after Wellhausen, Baentsch. Palpably absurd, however, the construction only becomes with the interpretation adopted by Marti, Geschichteder israelitischen Religion4, p. 61:
" Ehjb,das heisst ich bin," is what the author of Exodus 314made Godcause
Moses to teach the Hebrew-speakingpeople.
21See Prophets of Israel2, pp. 386 ff. They were summed up, some
260 years before Robertson Smith, in the brief statement of Henry Ainsworth, " The Hebrew, Ehjeh asher ehjeh,properly signifieth, I will be that
I will be," - Annotations upon the second booke of Moses, called Exodus,
Reprint of 1639, p. 10 (first printed in 1617). Not so accurate, though
possibly only because not so vague, are Luther and the GreecusVenetus.
Unfortunately, Robertson Smith acquiesced in the attribution of the
expressions in question, together with the remainderof the section, to the
original E source, and so was forced to twist his rendering into the requirements of the context, with the result that the substance of our passage is

thus set forth: " The sense is . . . that what He will be to His people He

will be, will approveHimself to be, without fail. The vaguenessis inevitable,
for no wordscan sum up all that Jehovah will be to His people; it is enough
for them to know that He will be it (comp. Isa. 1xiv. 3; Lam. iii. 23)." The
unreality of this result is its sufficientcondemnation.
Smith's conclusionshad been previouslypublishedat greater length in an
article " On the Name Jehovah (Jahve) and the Doctrineof Exodus III. 14,"
British and Foreign Evangelical Review for January, 1876, pp. 153 ff., at
the close of which he connects M,'K of Hosea 19 with this passage. His
views were restated immediately thereafter by Nestle, Die israelitischen
Eigennamen, 1876, pp. 91 ff.
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The Hebrew verb 1MI does not mean to have being. The
6 c~iv,introduces a concept as
Greek rendering of
,',•,mind as it is to the Hebrew verb.
to
the
Hebrew
foreign
The Hebrews, as such, never attained to the conception of a
Universe (as distinguished from a World), or of Infinity, or
of one First-cause, or of an underlying Substance or Reality;
nor yet to that of the abstractest of them all, absolute and
does not
pure Being. Furthermore, the Hebrew verb
mean to exist, except within certain limitations,1'and in the
French sense of the term. I' is to come into existence, to
happen, to occur; to become, to take on (an attribute), to enter
upon (a state), to constitute (somewhat). Secondarily, since
had become= was, and will become= will be, and having become
= being (Gerund),
comes to be employed for to be in the
,I,
sense of the copula, and even in the sense of actuality, but
only with reference to past or future time or in speaking of
the copulative relation or the predication itself ; and it is so
employed for the very reason that the Hebrew language
ordinarily employs no verb at all to express the idea of
being, and so cannot explicitly throw its thought into past
or future time, or advert to the thought itself, without recourse to the verb become. Accordingly the Hebrew equivalent of I exist, if the occasion for such a declaration could
be conceived of by the Hebrew mind, would be not ',
but 11 (Perfect), I have come into existence and so am here.
On the other hand, I am (something) as distinguished from
I exist, would not make use of the verb rIT at all. I am
can only be expressed by means of a nominal sentence. The
Hebrew for lam (so and so) is 119 followed by the predicate
noun (or adverb). Thus the Hebrew for I am that I am is
1,,
nor does it differ from that clause only
not 1,1M MK'ITW
in the matter of the tense of the verb. A nominal instead
of a verbal sentence is required. The Hebrew for Iam that
N •I sMN,just as I am he is WIn•K'. The ImI am is IK
can only mean I am in the act of becoming, or I
perfect
,'li'Tor I will
will become,
be,22- which, in the looseness of Hebrew
22

In ordernot to confuse the issue by distinctionsof Modeforeignto the
Hebrew,I adhereto the form of the English Future employed by Robertson
Smith.
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thinking, amount to pretty much the same thing. In no
case can it be rendered I am. And while the thought I will
exist (abide, in the future) would be theoretically possible in
the latest stage of Old Testament writing, it is impossible
in this connection, with the predicate MNA'IW immediately
following it. i'Ml in this sentence can only mean I will be
or become (something) ; for of course I will be or become
(somebody) is not a sensible alternative. Not merely the
most natural, then, but the necessary construction of M'l~
'A 'I%
W is I will be what Iwill be. So much for the literal
meaning of the Hebrew clause.
We have still the question as to the idiomatic or logical
value of this tautological expression. And only at this
point is it pertinent to consider the testimony of the parallels from the Old Testament, Neo-Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac,
and Arabic which are cited by Lagarde,23 Robertson Smith,24
and Griinbaum.2 In doing so, the reader should bear in mind
that no number of parallels from other languages can affect
the meaning of the Hebrew verb as determined above. Our
own detailed enumeration of the parallels may be safely and
advantageously limited to those of the Old Testament; there
are enough of them to determine the point at issue, and we
shall thereby escape the influence of any turns of thought
which may be peculiar to later times and other languages.
The Old Testament parallels adduced by the writers mentioned are: Gen. 4314 Ex. 413 1623 3319 Deut. 92 1 Sam. 124
231' 2 Sam. 1520 Ez. 1225 Zech. 10S and Esther 416,to which
'17
may be added 2 Kings 81. Of these, 1 Sam. 124, "•
,
has nothing in common with the construction we are discussing. Neither has Zech. 108 •2=1 1 ~11, if the current interpretation, They shall be as many as they formerly were, is
the proper one. Deut. 925 01'M
:1 MV11
w '=•1=1M
b
,.•nt3K1 myself
=
:i*~1~~
t1, And I prostrated
Y'~I
,•• forty days and forty nights that I did, is
before Jahweh the
not exactly to the point, since there is nothing indefinite
23

Psalteriumjuxta HebraeosHieronymi,pp. 156 ff.

24 Prophetsof Israel2, p. 387.

26ZDMG, vol. xxxix, pp. 564 f.
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about the complement of the verb.2 The rest of the passages it will be convenient to cite in the following order:
a) Passages with the Perfect in the relative clause: Gen. 4314
11
And as for me, howsoeverI must be
~1VXD KSM1,
n ~
bereaved, I shall be; Esther 416 1M*A 'IK'1• "
, And
howsoever I must perish, I shall. b) With the participle:
"
Vl ' 1, (Thou cam'st but
2 Sam. 1520
' M ~Vbt
"[1Vl
yesterday, and shall I start thee traveling with us to-day,) with
myself going where I am ? c) With the Imperfect in the
M .'1 4= KZM , Send by whatever
relative clause: Ex. 413 M
TbU D% M
hand thou choosest;~ Ex. 16~'3 K 1~ 10K
IN
I 2 1?2=1, Bake whatever ye choose, and boil whatever ye
PH M VwhIM •I• 19 '
choose; Ex. 3319 6MM1 "
,
I will be gracious unto whomsoever I choose, and I will have
mercy upon whomsoever I choose; 1 Sam. 2313 nn83 ~;
And they went roving wherever they chose; 2 Kings 81
in:,W
~~i'1N 83 't3, And live temporarily wherever thou choosest;
rt
D 12 1), I will speak whatever
Ez. 1225 111 K1,1~
word I choose. From the data of the Old Testament it is
evident that this indefinite tautological construction was
employed by the Hebrews, in reference to an ensuing event,
a) with the verb in the Perfect, to indicate the subject's
subjection to a necessary though unknown fate, and b) with
the verb in the Imperfect, to indicate the subject's absolute
control of his own action: the idiomatic value of 'ITK hI"u
1:"17, when spoken of future time, is I shall be whatever I
must; the idiomatic value of MK'I~ r~x , which can be
spoken only of future time, is I will be whatever I choose.
The language of Exodus 314-15must accordingly be rendered
as follows: 14a And God said unto Moses, I will be whatever
I choose. 14bAnd he said, Thus shalt thou say to the children
1
of Israel : 'Phye'h [ "IM= " I will be "] hath sent me unto
you. 15And God said further unto Moses, Thus shalt thou say
C26f. Deut. 2915; Steuernagel, HK, p. 34, seems not to perceive the difference between M1' It•~N and
3 ZI'XPH.
27That is, by me, if thou wilt;1I,not "durch irgend einen anderen," as
Kautzsch, ? 155 n., and Baentsch. That the correct interpretation is hard to
reconcile with the anger of Jahweh in verse 14 indicates only that the two
verses are not from the same hand.
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unto the children of Israel :
, the God of your fathers, the
and the God of Jacob,
God of Abraham, the God,=,1
Isaac,
of
hath sent me unto you. - This is my name forever, and this
my designation for generation after generation.
Now it will be immediately objected that this rendering
of verse 14 yields no satisfactory sense, and is clearly out of
harmony with the context. I will be whatever I choose not
merely fails of constituting an adequate answer to the question propounded by Moses; it constitutes an entire change
of subject, and actually assumes a question of a wholly different tenor. It is not the name, but the future of the Deity
that is here the subject of speech. And though the latter
subject is here mentioned for the first time, it is done with
a tone of resentment and rebuke that implies inquisitive
prying into that same subject on the part of somebody or
' has in mind the query, ~ I'I it,
R 1W
other.
,•l
,I1
What will
you be? Yet this query nowhere occurs, and the
only occasion for asking it which appears in the whole course
of the narrative is that furnished by the enigmatical, because
unprecedented and catalectic, name i'71TK,bestowed upon the
Deity in 14b. We have here, then, the remarkable phenomenon
of a supposed questioner being rebuked for impertinence
and inquisitiveness before even the occasion for his question
has been encountered. There is only one solution to this
problem: '11IK ~
~ti'K of 14a cannot have been written
of 14b; and since it does not follow that word
before
,',1b
it must nevertheless have followed it in time; that
in space,
It is a Midrashic gloss on 14b.
is, 14a IS AN INTERPOLATION.
That 14a is interpolated can be shown quite independently
of the above considerations. Verse 13 asks a question. Not
14a but 14b answers the question, and that not only in subis more to the point--in form. 14bby
stance, but--what
its very language forces 14a out of the text. The question
of 13 is
1)bt
What shall I say unto them ? Not 14a
'It
,* begins with the appropriate correlative
but 14b it is that
Nor should it be imagined that the introductory

ItK'1 of

14b is not weighty enough to introduce the reply of God to
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Moses, and that something like the phrase " And God said
unto Moses" of 14a is required. On the contrary, an immediate response by the other party to a dialogue is, if anythan
thing, more properly introduced by the simple 'It8
in
a
more
extended
E
in
formula; cf.
vss.4- 6.12
particular,
by
of this chapter and in Gen. 221.2.7.11.12; and of passages
which Steuernagel assigns to E2, Ex. 3218Num. 2230b2312.
That vss.14 and 15 are swollen has already been perceived.
Others have objected to the recurrence of the introductory
"'7Z1 thrice in connection with an uninterrupted utterance
of Jahweh. The common remedy has been to exclude vs.15
from the original text. It has been argued that the word
117, which accompanies the introductory 'It11 in vs.15, betrays the interpolation.: To my mind, the word '17, if it
does anything, authenticates vs.15. That verse contains an
amplifying continuation of the statement made in 14b, and
by means of the particle 7117it announces that it does so.
f'1 "Ib'I does not mean And he said again, but And he said
further, that is, He went on to say. Together with the following 'W 4K Di~ , it affords the necessary indication
that the• same person continues to speak who has just
spoken; a mere "'I1 would have alternating reference.
Nor is there any way by which the introduction of vs.15
into our text can be explained, except to assume that it was
part of the E document. Most scholars who exclude that
verse assign it to Rje; one assigns it to Rd; and one to Rp.
But a mere glance at vs.16 shows that 15 cannot be the contribution of a redactor. Practically all of 15 is contained in 16,
which latter belongs to J. Now, no redactor who had before
him vs. 16 would of his own motion duplicate it with the verse
immediately prefixed. The only way in which the presence
of these two successive verses in this passage can be explained
is by assuming that one of them came from one primary source,
and the other from another primary source. Verse 15 cannot
be from either Rje, Rd, or Rp, or from a later diaskeuast, but
must have come in from the E document.28
28 Wildeboer
(Die Litteratur des alten Testaments, p. 138) suggested that
vs.16 can hardly belong to the E source, because it implies that the name
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But if vs.15 was in the E document, we have confirmation
of the interpolation of 14a in the particle 11.
Perhaps we
far
as
to
that
not
to
so
could
not
say
go
ought
possibly
"11
accompany the third of three occurrences of "1'1 and not
the second, but such a style would certainly be most remarkable. That is, if 14a were authentic, we should certainly
have 117'with the 'It'1 of 14b. Furthermore, as suggested
above, simple "It:'1 has alternating reference; so that 14b
must have been immediately preceded by an utterance of
Moses, in the original source. We may confidently maintain that the introductory phraseology of 14b and 15 is
sufficient of itself to require the exclusion of 14a from the
text of E.
Before proceeding further, we may summarily dispose of
the one remaining hypothesis regarding the conflation of
vss.14-15, namely, that the entire vs.14, b as well as a, is interpolated or redactional." The fatal objection to this hypothesis is that it creates vastly more difficulty than it removes.
Upon that assumption, no part of the verse has any meaning whatever, and no possible ground for its insertion can
be imagined.
Accordingly - disregarding for the moment the question
Jahweh was known to the Fathers, whereas P, who derived his notion from
E, expressly makes the name to be revealed for the first time to Moses, the
Fathers having known the Deity only by the name of El Shaddai. But both
the name El Shaddai and the notion of the name Jahweh being here revealed
for the first time (or indeed " revealed " at all) are peculiar to P. E furnished
only the suggestion for the theory and practice of P. They occupy wholly
different platforms. To P, it is the Deity revealing the most important of
his attributes, his most holy name, to the favored of mankind; to E, it is
" deity " par excellence --apthe ancestral and national divinity •,M5M,
and, upon request, making known
pearing to Moses on a particular occasion
his identity by means of his proper name. Even P could not get along with
merely the appellative Elohim for the whole period before the final revelation.
And it is doubtful if even P would have understood what Carpenter means by
" the revelation of Elohim being followed by that of Yahweh" (Composition
of the Hexateuch, p. 203). What then, to the mind of E, twas the name by
which the god of Moses' fathers, spoken of in vs.8, was alluded to in case of
of Josh. 242, for
way of contrast to "the gods" (DM)
necessity,--by
example? Or did he have no name ?
29 Carpenter and HIarfordassign it to Rje.
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of the authenticity of the name Ti'rn in 14b-the
ran as follows:

text of E

" s And Moses said unto God, Behold I come unto the children
of Israel and say unto them, The God of your fathers hath sent
me unto you. Then will they say unto me, What is his name ?
What shall I say unto them ? '•4 And he said, Thus shalt thou
say to the children of Israel: •M hath sent me unto you.
" And God said further unto
Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto
the children of Israel: I , the God of your fathers, the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, hath sent me
unto you." Etc.
It is with this determination of the text that we must consider the question of the authenticity of the reading '11
in 14b. We have seen that this reading is older than 14a and
occasioned the latter's interpolation. How old is the reading? Does it go back to E? With 14a out of the way, there
can be no manner of doubt that 11
of 14b represents the
corruption of an original i1V.V0 The name of Israel's God
was not
but h . The name which from this point
, ,•,
on appears
from time to time in the E document is not iM1K,
but 0iV1. The name which still stands in vs.15, the author's
own amplification of the statement of 14b, is
Further.
with
more, it is universally admitted that the tE ,document,
its introduction of the proper name of the God of Israel at
this point in the history, furnished the model for the procedure, and gave occasion for the theory, of the later priestly
writer, who introduced the name 7i7 in a special revelation to Moses in the passage preserved at Ex. 62, and who
from that point on employed the name with greater uniformity than does the E document. The name which was
disclosed to Moses at this point in the E narrative, as the
writer of P understood it, was not
M, but
t'. Nor
does P know anything of the disclosure of some explanation
or origin of the name, besides the name itself. Of these
8 So already Holzinger (Exodus, in KHC, p. 14), but on radically different and entirely erroneous grounds. Cf. also Wellhausen, Composition
des HIexateuchs2, p. 72, note 2.
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facts there can be no doubt whatever. So that the E document (or, if we prefer, the E passage in the JE document),
as P had it, read at this point the name M'1
M and no other.
been
substituted for an original M1IMin
4I~ has, therefore,
the text of 14b, and the substitution took place after P, - or
at any rate, in a manuscript which did not influence the text
P used. Certainly the reading r7K, if it existed anywhere,
was not at all current in P's day; for it is not one which
could long remain unnoticed, - witness the interpolation of
14a. When, moreover, we consider that our E (or JE) comes
to us from the same priestly circles in which P arose, the
conclusion that r'i
was not introduced into the text of E
until after P was written, becomes all but necessary. On
the whole, I think it will not be disputed that we are justified in maintaining that, on the evidence of P, the reading
'17K9 for MI'Min the passage which now constitutes Ex. 314b
was not in existence about the beginning of the fifth
century B.C.
On the other hand, our study of the history of the text
has shown that, on the evidence of all the versions and the
Samaritan tradition, the reading M~t'Kwas prevalent some
considerable time before the middle of the third century B.C.
And even disregarding the Samaritan tradition entirely, on
account of the uncertainty which attaches to the chronological value of its testimony, the mere fact that Alexandrian
Greek and Masoretic Hebrew of Ex. 314 derive from a common ancestor, requires us to push the date of the present
reading in 14b appreciably to the rear of the middle of the
third century B.C. So that the terminus ante quem may in
any event be safely set down as about the end of the fourth
century. Some time between 500 and 300 B.C., then, r7IN
was substituted for MIMIin the text of Ex. 314b. A more
precise determination of the date of this substitution cannot
be reached without concerning ourselves with the question
of the reason for it.
That there was a reason for it, and that the alteration of
the text was the result of design and not the result of accident, cannot be doubted. For assuming - what seems quite
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impossible--that a scribe did actually slip into reading or
for the name of the national God in copying
writing M7~1K
a manuscript, the slip could not fail of unceremonious correction upon the very first reading of his copy, since the
strangeness of the text must have compelled attention, and
any scruples about correcting so palpable a blunder could
have been summarily removed by a glance at another manuscript. In fact, so great must have been the temptation to
correct the reading I'*M, that we may question whether, in
spite of the deliberate intent which marked its introduction,
it would have survived, had it not been hedged about by the
interpolated MMR?
'It• K MlMMwhich followed hard upon its
not
heels,
improbably with that very danger in view.31
The motive for the alteration of the name IM to MM)t
in Exodus 314b is not far to seek. It can have been only
one: to prevent the utterance of the ineffable name.
The increasing awe with which, under the influence of
the Priest Code and the accomplished centralization of the
cultus, all things came to be regarded that pertained to the
person of the holy God, resulted, toward the end of the period
whose bounds we have determined (500-300 B.c.), in the
entire abandonment of the public use of his most holy Name
81 A somewhat
similar,though inverted, case of one corruptionof the text
following upon another from much the same motive as here, is that which
continues to perplex critics in 1 Sam. 313. There the original reading was
that which I append (in the larger type) :

The words printed in small type, on account of the sin which need not be
mentioned(literally, which he knows), were put upon the marginto be substituted for the blasphemousexpression1= MlMK
D
S '9 p 'I in readingthe
text aloud. But being written into the column in a later manuscript,their
object was defeated, and the old difficultyhad to be met again, this time by
to MW6,
the presentMasoretictext, which is opposedalike
truncating
I,'t1K Greek and by the Rabbinical tradition. The Greek ~v
by the Alexandrian
dLKIaur vIl^P abroO preserves a different form of the marginal euphemism =

IIZr11DlZ
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outside of the one central sanctuary at Jerusalem. It was
no longer the name of a national divinity, acquaintance with
which was as old as the relation to the person bearing it. It
was the very real name of the God of all the world, like his
holy Law by special act of grace revealed to Moses for the
salvation of his people. Before yet they had built a fence of
tradition about the written law to prevent any approximation to the violation of its precepts, the Jews ceased to utter
the divine name, lest they approach ever so remotely the
bounds of sacrilege.32 The mere utterance of the name,
apart from perjury, cursing, or blasphemy, was indeed at no
but it soon came to be considered
time a criminal offense;
a ritual sin, punishable by God though not by man.34 And
though this sin, like other sins, was no doubt sometimes committed, it was not a thing to be authorized or tolerated in
connection with the Sabbath functions of the synagogue.
From the statements of Philo and Josephus it is evident
that the practical disuse of the name
lay so far behind
them that they had not the slightest idea that there ever was
a time when the name was less sparingly employed than in
their own days." In some of the later writings of the Old
82Cf. Dalman, Der Gottesname
Adonai und seine Geschichte,pp. 71 f.
Jacob, Im Namen Gottes,Berlin, 1903, p. 166, goes altogether too far when
he carriesthis attitude back to the days of Ezekiel.
88Accordingto b. AbodaZara 17 b, under Romanrule in the second century A.D. Rabbi Haninaben Teradionwas burned at the stake, his wife executed, and his daughter condemnedto a life of shame, for no other cause
than that the Rabbi had pronouncedthe ineffablename in public hearing.
But the ground alleged for the outrageis rejected even by those who accept
as historical all the other details of the Talmudic story; cf. Bacher, Die
Agada der Tannaiten, vol. i. p. 400.
84 Cf. Mishna, Sanhedrin, x. 1; Tosefta, Sanh. xii. 9 (ed. Zuckermandel,
p. 433). In Mishna,Berachoth,ix. 5, there is no talk of the utterance of the
word MIMI.The questionthere is merely whether one shall or shall not use
the divine name in ordinary salutation (01V•tK K ZW). The salutations
1
DAt 1111, M14'I~
, IMD M, of Ruth 24 and Judges 612 (which were,
,1
4 1I',
as a matter of course, pronouncedby the speakers =MVD341K, •K
forms
old
are
the
cited
those
who
"
Despise
good
religious
prefer
by
etc.)
not thy mother when she is old" is quoted from Proverbs 2322-to the
godless MV?V0~1 of their own unregeneratedays.
85Dalman, I.c. pp. 38, 42.
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Testament - Chronicles, Daniel, Ecclesiastes, and an entire
section of the Psalms - there is a marked avoidance of the
name 1.
This is, to be sure, of itself not very significant,
as
it
the increasing preference for the term
indicates
except
no
It
evidence that when encountered or
furnishes
Mr•.
employed by these Old Testament writers, the name MI
was not faithfully pronounced. Then, too, we know that in
still later times MrI', though never pronounced, was unhesitatingly written. But a comparison of Chronicles with the
book of Samuel makes it almost certain that the Chronicler,
at least, pronounced 4?11 even when he did write Mi ; for
in reproducing his source he deliberately avoids the combination ?1' 73R'.of 2 Sam. 7 (which to him would have been
now
'I ~PT136), writing for it now 'K;1? ; 1M, now M?blK,
11 , and never once does he write 4?11.3 The most valuable and conclusive evidence, however, regarding the avoidance of the utterance of the name 1, is that furnished by
the Alexandrian Greek version.
By the time of the first
translation of the Pentateuch into Greek, in the middle of
the third century B.C., the custom of substituting another
word for the proper name of the Deity in the reading of
the Law was already firmly established, and the substitute
employed was stereotyped and uniform. For there ought to
be no doubt whatever that the word Kvptos'was habitually
employed by the readers of the Greek version, from the very
first, wherever the original had M~',as and that this usage
was derived from the settled custom among the Palestinian
Jews of pronouncing the name 'Z1.
Dalman 89affirms that
the Kip tov of our Greek manuscripts cannot be received as
evidence for the early oral substitution of ~1R for MM, since
from the statements of Origen 40and Jerome 41it appears that
8 Cf. Kittel, PRE3, vol. viii. p. 532.
87 See Jacob, 1.c. pp. 165 f.
8s The few occurrences of
•'XKin the Pentateuch were variously
,IM
treatedin the Greekand may be
disregarded.
89l .c. pp. 37 f.

On Psalm 2, Migne's Patrologia Graeca,xii. 1104.
galeatus, and in the letter to Marcella referred to above,
p. 121, note 17.
40

41 Prologus
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old Greek manuscripts exhibited the Hebrew characters 1,14,
and not the Greek Ktptom,wherever the proper name occurred
in the original. Assuming, however, that the statements of
Origen and Jerome justify the inference that the original
Greek manuscript did, like Aquila's version, employ that
device (against which inference not a little might be said 42),
the fact remains that Hebrew •MV in a Greek manuscript
is as good evidence for the custom of substituting something
or other for the authentic word as would be the reading
Kt'ptov itself. Otherwise the Greek would have exhibited
not the Hebrew characters, but the transliteration of the
name in Greek characters, as in the case of other proper
names; a and neither in extant Greek manuscripts nor in
tradition is there the faintest trace of an original Iavi
(or variant of it) 4 in the Greek version. But if the Hellenistic Jews from the very beginning substituted some
word for MIM'in reading the Greek text, (1) we may be
certain that it was the custom of the contemporary Palestinian Jews to do likewise in reading the Hebrew, and (2) we
have no reason in the world for believing that the word
which the Hellenistic Jews originally substituted was different from that which we find them automatically employing
in the days of Philo, namely K'ptoT. But if K(6ptoTwas
among the Hellenistic Jews from the earemployed for
,ll' must have been
liest times, 'T1K
antecedently so employed
for
Palestinian
the
Jews;
by
K6p1oT456obviously reproduces
the suffixless sense which 'TINacquired - as Dalman himself has so ably shown - in the very act of being substituted
for the name Ml'.
At least as early as 300 B.C., then, and most probably earwas abandoned in the
lier, the utterance of the name
,I~,
42 Cf. Kittel, 1.e. pp. 530, 532.
43 It would hardly have been bold enough to attempt a translation.
4 ai
= b) is in Hebrew a phase of a, whereas in Greek it is a phase
(=

and
of e; hence ..-.
(Participles of 1M verbs had doubtless
MMwva~s
ceased to be pronouncedMavao'o'.
by that time.) In later times, when q had
become i and g had becomet.-.v, we have Iacqe (Epiphanius and Theodoret).
Origen's Ian probably omits the consonantal I; he certainly does not intend
,..
45 Notice that it is not 6 K6ptos, which is of secondary development.
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Jewish synagogue. I say most probably earlier; for the
phenomenon ought not to be isolated, and it will best be connected with the institutional innovations which followed
immediately upon the publication and circulation of the
Pentateuch.46
It was of course only in reading or quoting verbatim a
writing which contained the name that a vocal device for the
avoidance of its utterance would ordinarily be required.
When one speaks of the God of the whole world as " God,"
one is not employing a surrogate for T1~M.A speaker would
have no difficulty in leaving the name alone; the person of
the Deity could be referred to in many other ways. And the
Palestinian Jews, in their own utterances, did leave alone not
only MIMf,but 1':1 too, when once the latter had become
the synagogue surrogate for MIM. On the other hand, mere
reference to the name M1~',though it would often occur, did
not involve the quotation of the name. This distinction
between reference to the person and reference to the vocable
is important. In Lev. 2411.16 VI PHNZID1and W =1M=3
are correlatives of MM'•I V= M, not - it is to be noticed of l1'1 1pl.47
Doubtless along this line lay the demarcation
between the original use of Y1K on the one hand, and of
on the other, as surrogates for
The two terms
IW•M
Dalman observes,48 by
may have been in part suggested, as ,'1.
the existing phrases
'1:4 and MIM•MV,-though it would
,M1~'
8 The synagogue may have had its prototype among the learned in the
Exile, but the institution itself is not to be dissociated from the Five Books
of Moses. Cf. Schiirer, Geschichte des jildischen Volkes3, vol. ii. pp. 428 ff.
* Geiger's view (Urschrift und Uebersetzungen der Bibel, p. 274) that
MWis the result of corruption of the text in all three cases, is not at all plausible. He makes the point that =1%is never employed with MWof the person cursed. But this begs the question at issue. The story of Lev. 2410
ff.,
if it means anything, means that the contentious half-breed blasphemed by
making use of the name i'ls in cursing his antagonist. It is quite true that
" t~W1 ganz absolut flir Gott zu setzen, ist durchaus unbiblisch." The conclusion is that it stands for God's name. The final
=W1 M of v.16, without the article, for so soon as he employs the name (already mentioned, and
scil. in cursing) is not un-Hebraic. ~=) in this section may very well be
literally to pronounce, and yet the burden of the section be a law against
blasphemy only; cf. Dalman. 1.e. p. 44.
l p. 74.
48 1.
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seem that a suggestion for the use of =WM
in referring to "the
name " was superfluous. But that the terms were logically
interchangeable, or that the Jews in early times were guilty
of the absurd Samaritan custom of reading CWMwhere the
person of the Deity is spoken of - even invoked - in the
Old Testament, as Geiger maintained,49 is not to be believed.
Geiger says of the Talmudic evidence which opposes his
view, " Erst spait (j. Sanh. 10, 1 [28 b], b. Pessachim 50 a,
Kidd. 71 a) tritt die bestimmte Angabe auf, dass zwar M1,"
But more telling
geschrieben, aber 91;' gelesen werde."
than any "1bestiminte Angabe" is the quiet implication of
age-long usage involved in the following passage of the
Jerusalem Talmud (Megilla 71 d): j11Pi17 1 nWl = 1? X
. These are the names which may not be
""one? writes out the Name with
erased: When
four letters (that
is, does not write '1, for example), and that whether with
Yodh lIe (that is, writing MIMI)or with Aleph Daleth (writ; etc.5o The Mishnic passages cited
ing ~'~l); •b;
3)! iii. iv. vi. in which the
Dalman,61
Yoma,
8,
2,
2,
by
High Priest
is represented as addressing the Deity at the opening of his
confessional prayer on the Day of Atonement with =Wo
'lM,
can scarcely mean anything but that the name MI1t was
actually uttered by the High Priest, as Geiger was the first
to admit.52 Later, in the scholasticism of the Rabbis, the use
of C=1 was doubtless somewhat extended. Yet it is hard
to believe that even in the third or fourth century A.D. the
49 1.e. pp. 262 ff. For the rest, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the
Samaritan custom of substituting ='IT for
in the reading of the Law ,1M1
which custom seems not to have controlled
the practice in every-day life
- is of relatively late date, at the most no older than the Dosithean movement and the temporary rapprochement between Jews and Samaritans in the
early part of the second century A.D. (cf. Hamburger, Beal-encyclopaidie fiir
Bibel und Talmud, part ii. p. 1069). In that case we can understand the
failure of the Samaritans to adopt a surrogate which to their Jewish mentors
had long since become a proper name and grown almost as sacred as M(7'
itself.
50 This passage is mistranslated by Schwab, Le Talmud de Jbrusalem, vol.
vi. p. 218.
51 Worte Jesu, p. 150.
52 l.c. p. 263.
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High Priest, had there been one, would have addressed the
Deity as PIM .63 Possibly enough the rehearser of the Mishna
in relating the tradition. But
may have substituted TwM
we cannot be sure of it. For this term was certainly sometimes set down in manuscripts, both in Scripture citations
and otherwise, when some more construable surrogate was
actually spoken, merely to steer clear of the rule against the
erasure of divine names, or to avoid the confusion of a less
obvious written surrogate. The purport of this will appear
more clearly as we proceed.
To return now to the expression Min in Ex. 314b. We
said that this word represents the wilful alteration of
original M~1, and that the purpose of the alteration can
only have been to prevent the utterance of the ineffable
name. If our conclusion is justified, the alteration will fall
into the period when the custom of avoiding the utterance
of MIM"
by the substitution of "'TI was being inaugurated
in the Jewish synagogue, sometime between the publication
of the Pentateuch and the end of the fourth century B.C.
It needs little argument to show that an exceptional
procedure in the case of the divine name in Ex. 314b, both as
to the character of the surrogate employed and as to the
projection of the surrogate into the text itself, was literally
unavoidable.
The second of these points may be first disposed of. A
simple rule to read :'79 uniformly wherever MIMwas encountered in the text, required no manuscript notation in
order to be remembered and obeyed. But an isolated divergence from the uniform practice, in connection with a particular passage, could hardly be trusted to the memory at a
time when as yet the perfect mastery of the entire text of
the Law was not a common feat. If it can be shown that
an exceptional surrogate was required in this passage, I
think it will not be disputed that its projection into the
text was equally necessary.
63 It is needless to say that the Jews did not hypostatize the name of God.
Giesebrecht, Die alttestamentliche Schaitzung des Gottesnamens, p. 44, has
overworked the passages Ex. 2321and Isa. 3027.
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Now it is to be noticed that Ex. 314b is the one passage in
the Pentateuch where the substitution of '•8 for r'
was
not merely glaringly inappropriate, but actually impossible.
It is the one passage where the question, "What is the
proper name of Israel's God ?" having been formally asked
is formally answered. Ex. 62 f. is far from being in the
same case. Even to us who read the latter passage as
part of the separate P document, its burden is manifestly
not the identity of the name but the age of its revelation
to mankind. We must not forget, however, that we are
dealing with readers of the Pentateuch, not of the P document. To one who had perused or listened to the account
of Ex. 313 iff., the phrase '14 4N of Ex. 62 could no more
savor of a revelation of that name to Moses than would
the several recurrences of that expression in the ensuing
section or in the Holiness Code. To the mind of such a
person, the statement of Ex. 62f. could do no more than
inform Moses that the name, which he (as well as the
reader) already knew, was not known of old to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. These, he is told, knew the Deity only
by the name "'IT •1. The question of the identity of the
antithetical term was not raised, though that term was forI= W
for
%1
mally alluded to. The pronunciation "3;'
of 63 introduced, it is true, an unmistakable solecism, but
only an incidental one, such as occurred often enough elseLev. 2416for example. On the other hand, to
where,-in
the
use
of •Y19 in Ex. 314b in direct response to the
permit
M
MW@
of vs.13, would have been to authorize an
question
out and out, as well as a perilous, misstatement. When
once the question had been squarely answered, the reader
in vs.15,
might be permitted to return to the customary 4'T1K
not
could
but the immediate response of vs.14
employ it.
The institutors of the custom of substituting 41HI for the
written lt' in the reading of the Law desired to prevent
the utterance of the sacred name; but they were very far
from desiring to mislead the congregation into the belief
that the word s1'', which was constantly heard in the
lections, was itself the holy and ineffable name. Yet to
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prescribe the use of 19K,in Ex. 3141 would be to encourage,
if not indeed to confirm, such a belief; to put the case
mildly, its effect would be to confuse the public mind. Nor,
for the same reason, could any more general designation of
the Deity do duty here. And to cause Moses to answer the
would be quite too abquestion 13 M with
CT
gMbW
surd for the people of the
times, though perhaps not for
some of us. Here, for once, the utterance of the name ~
could not be avoided.
Yet if the sacredness of the name was to be violated once
periodically in every synagogue in the land, why not oftener,
and elsewhere ? In this situation there was but one alternative - an alternative that we shall see was habitually resorted to during the following centuries in similar case
outside of the synagogue. It was to so mutilate the word
in pronouncing it that the requirement of the rule against
its utterance would be formally met, while at the same time
what was actually uttered could not possibly be mistaken
for anything but the representation of the tetragrammaton.
This was habitually done in later times by exchanging one
or two of the consonants of the sacred name, while maintaining intact its syllabic and vocalic cast. The term for
this hybrid product in the Hebrew of the Rabbis was 41.
The word Ml'I in Ex. 314b is a 11-4 of
,I1
Unfortunately the statement of fact contained in the last
paragraph is in need of demonstration. The Rabbinical
term ~'I is not ordinarily assigned this meaning when used
in connection with a designation of the Deity, and it is far
from being commonly admitted that the Jews in early times
were accustomed to avoid the actual pronunciation of the
divine name, in case of need, by means of this mechanical
device.
The definition of 1~3 given by Levy is
Neben"Beinarne,
benennung" ;54 by Jastrow, "by-name, surname, attribute,
substituted word"; 5 by Bacher, "eine umschreibende Benennung, im Gegensatze zum eigentlichen Namen Gottes, dem
4

Neuhebrdiisches und chaldaisches W 3rterbuch,vol. ii. pp. 350 f.
5, Dictionary of the Targumim, etc., p. 633.
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Tetragrammaton" ; 56 by Dalman, "Beiname, umschreibende
Benennung." s5 None of these is a strictly accurate definition of the term 11.
Not a little confusion has been wrought in this matter
which has
by the repeated citation of the Arabic L',
been customarily rendered "Beiname," "ehrendes Epitheton." But this rendering of the Arabic term is by no means
comprehensive enough, and in any case not quite legitimate.
Surname is only a secondary and applied meaning of
i~ ; and it is not even that, if we emphasize the
prefix. The Arabic word properly means surrogate, and is
primarily employed to designate a term which affects to
veil an indecent or otherwise objectionable allusion. It
then comes to be employed for any circumlocutory designation; and so passes at last to the stereotyped surrogates of
individual names, such as Abu Zaid, " the Father of Zaid."
But only in so far as such a designation is obviously used
to the exclusion of the man's real name is it a L .
Whether a word (which need not necessarily be a subS depends upon
stantive) or a phrase is or is not a
its function and not upon its form; and the same element
in one connection and not in another. To
may be a l
illustrate with a familiar case, "Peter" in the expression
which it
"Simon Peter" is a surname, but not a
"l'.,
For
of
the
name
if
in
Simon.68
avoidance
used
might be
the rest, there can be little doubt that the root of the word
is cognate to
, to disguise or conceal.
The technical Neo-Hebrew word
(frequently written
.'? like
Piel
of
a
nomen
is
utterance,
#2,
%"V)
actionis
from '1
to utter;
innovation, from tI!1..- to innovate;
11=1 inclusion, from Vt..M to include;
exclusion, from
to exclude;
t0. (in expression),
'. the act of being exact
V.•'I
tP.
der Tannaiten,p. 85.
56Terminologie

W~rterbuch,p. 192.
57Aramaisch-neuhebraisches
58See Lisan ul 'Arab, vol. xx. pp. 98 f. The lexicon of Golius (Leyden,
1653) defined the Arabic verb, "Appellavit sive signavit nomine per se
significante rem aliam;" and the noun, "Metonymia, quum alio quhm suo
nomine significaturres."
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apecification, from Vt1 to be exact, to specify. There is no
question about the meaning of the Piel '12. It is defined
by Bacher, "auf verhiillende Weise ausdriicken, umschreiben."59 The nomen actionis of this is accordingly, the act of
expressing-in-disguise; which is the primary meaning of 'I~.
This primary meaning is unmistakably retained in the MishIM '12
nic Text of Tamid vii. 2 (=Sota vii. 6), P'1K I9!T
=V11t nM,
11 In the sanctuary they (the
11U.. ,M11=21
priests) were accustomed to pronounce the Name (in benediction, Num. 624 f.) as it is written; in the town (that is, when
they were abroad in the city of Jerusalem), by disguising it.60
Now just as our English word "expression " and the NeoHebrew word
'!, from meaning originally the act of
to
mean the thing expressed, so U"3,from
come
expressing,
act
the
of expressing-in-disguise, comes to mean that
meaning
which expresses-in-disguise ; or - to employ another term-from meaning substitution in the sense of the act of substitut9 I.e. p. 83; cf. Levy, s.v. It is the word which recurs at the end of
each article in the enumeration of the eighteen Tiqqune Soferim or euphemistical alterations of the Old Testament text recorded in the Jewish tradition: WI"=hX=V 4W ?X7, but the text disguises; see Geiger, Urschrift, pp.
308 ff. ; Ginsburg,
,
Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the
Hebrew Bible, p. 348.
60 " Hier bedeutet ••? seine - des Tetragrammatons - umschreibende
Lesung 1?61," says Bacher, after he has defined "'1= as "eine umschreibende Benennung [of God]." But, with all due respect to the commentators of the Middle Ages, how do we know that the Mishna has reference to
is meant, " when the
11K? The ordinary assumption is that by IT
priests are officiating in the synagogues of the country," in which case it is
taken for granted they would make use of the synagogue surrogate of the
But what evidence have we that the priests in their official
name
,lMr.
capacity had anything to do with the functions of the synagogue, or that
they were employed to " pronounce the benediction " there ? The common
residence of the priests was Jerusalem, and when the text speaks of the
we have no
priests doing one thing in the W~t= and another in the Tt,
,1 the town
reason for rendering otherwise than in the temple and in
respectively. Nor can we render ?11= of this passage its (the name's) surrogate;
for there never was a time when the name '1.1 had only one 5'1=,- decidedly not in the Mishnic period; cf. Shebu'oth iv. 13, Sanhedrin vii. 5. For
the rest, it is important to notice that in the one passage where 4= occurs
with the possessive suffix of the third person singular, the supporters of the
prevalent erroneous definition of the word are forced to admit that the
suffix has reference to the name and not to the person of God.
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ing, it comes to mean substitution in the sense of the thing
substituted, - surrogate. These two senses, however, exhaust
the lexical values of the word 413:.61 Any narrower definition of the word involves "false distribution."
Moreover, exactly as in the case of the Arabic term,
whether a word or phrase is or is not a '13 depends
upon its function in actual use and in the conception
of the speaker, and not at all upon its identity.
One
cannot affirm of any particular word in the lexicon that
it is per se a '1.
According to the commentary on
Leviticus called Sifra (ed. Weiss, fol. 104 e), the text of
as does the
Lev. 2411 does not substitute 1'1=1 forrh'1
Z
for
text of 1 Kings 2118, ~
r n=
1~,'1=, the reason
•j
"
of a '= " (M.
do
death
on
the
basis
not
to
that they
put
Sanhedrin vii. 5). That is, the verb 1"[' when employed
So the
is a '13.
as a euphemistic substitute for lS
the place, may be a S11Z of the word
expression
IPti,,
MI•K; and WM) in turn may be conceived of as a '1 of
After what has been said, it is needless to
the name 0~l.62
I refer, of course, to early times; by the grammarians of the Middle
Ages the word is used for " pronoun" ; cf. Buxtorf-Fischer, s.v. In Arabic
is not exactly "pronoun" (as Caspari-Miiller, ? 34);
grammar Ru
the class consists of "1certains mots d'une signification vague qu'on substitue & des expressions plus determindes"; see De Sacy, Grammaire
arabe,2 vol. i. pp. 430, 434, vol. ii. p. 66; and cf. Wright-DeGoeje, Arabic
Grammar, vol. ii. p. 125 C.
62 In Sifra, on Lev. 1912 (88 c), 2411(104 d), and in both Talmuds (b. Sanhedrin 56 a, j. Sanhedrin 25 a), all designations of the Deity other than
are classed together as V'1=*!, but that is merely in maintenance of
,fls'
the fiction that all other designations are but surrogates of the real name.
So according to b. Sanhedrin 60 a, when the heathen Eglon, king of Moab,
In the Mishna
hears from Ehud 1'?b"t P -tK '11 he hears only a '1t.
t"4~1= ? is used very differently (She'buoth iv. 13): (When witnesses are
summoned with any of the expressions) "I adjure you," " I enjoin upon
you," "I bind you," they are obligated : (if the adjuration be) by "heaven "•
or by "earth," they are free; (but if) by "Aleph Daleth" [that is, referring
to '111, but avoiding its pronunciation in this manner], by "Yodh He"
1Zm[Ex. 346],
by '?i, by Nl=2%, by t'nl
[with similar reference to
i ), they are
by any of the surrogates (
by 'IM 1, or,t'],
by P~R
DHIl,
of the "1surrogates"
obligated. Whatever may have been the character ?~,Z
alluded to, there is nothing in the Mishnic text to show that they were like
tD ="I and the two preceding expressions. The interpretations " oder bei
61
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point out that the noun t1 stands in no particular relation
to the designation of the Deity, any more than does the
verb
'P•.
We said that one cannot affirm of any word in the lexicon
But there are certain vocathat it is or is not per se a 5=.
bles which have no place in the lexicon, of which this may
be affirmed. These are meaningless aggregations of letters,
which never perform any other office than that of serving as
surrogates for other words. We may illustrate with Scotch
and American " by gosh " for " by God "; this " gosh " is a
IID in its own right. It is these V'l= of the "dummy"
order, of which the Rabbinical literature has an abundant
supply, that concern us particularly here.
We may limit our quotations to the two important passages of the Mishna, Nedarim i. 1, 2, and Sanhedrin vii. 5.
The first will exhibit the manner in which these surrogates
are formed by the mutilation of the word they replace, that
is, by the change of certain of its consonants while preserving intact its syllabic and vocalic cast,63 and will tell us
explicitly that such formations are M1I2. The second passage will show that the name MIMyielded surrogates for
itself in precisely the same manner.
As the extremely condensed form of part of Nedarim i.
1, 2, makes a literal translation impossible, I quote the
Wn'11 V'nwl "= ?) (1)
M1
1VMVVM
Hebrew:
•l
'11••17%1=

I112

4 : I

".

Ir•:
as binding
in vows are

That is, All the surrogatesemployed

as the words they displace, likewise all
those employed in bans, all those employed in oaths, and all
sonst einem der Attribute " (Hoffmann), and " oder bei allen anderen Attributen " (Goldschmidt), both read the Babylonian Gemara (which itself confuses two entirely different principles) into the Mishna.
63 Any disturbance of the vocalic cast of the word, in addition to the
exchange of its consonants, renders it unrecognizable, and relegates it to

the class of the I';1 "1;, surrogates of surrogates,which are rejected by

one school of Tannaites as beyond the pale of "Hebrew" ; cf. b. Nedarim

10 b, j. Nazir 51 d.
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Tf one say to his

of 111i7;if
, orClIP,thesearesurrogates

he say PjIM, I*M,or I', these are surrogates of

If;if he
or
these
are surrogates of !' ;;64if he say
111M,
say V), 11l,

Init1,

,

or [. .?

. .], theseare surrogates
of

The reading of the words l11'2 I'l, which I have
TM.•t).
left untranslated, is extremely uncertain. The above is the
text of the separate Mishna editions; the Babylonian and
and Maimonides read
Jerusalem Talmuds have •M 1='ll,
M~1-,t111:.65
It seems to me plain that 7'I is interpolated
- it has no place in connection with " oaths " - and that the
remainder of the clause is corrupted from a third ~'11 of
probably MIltH. The Jerusalem Gemara on this
,=2t,
paragraph of the Mishna adds the following = 132: JiV,
M1I,
,
; ~'1,
1'217, l (l;, surrogates of l
, sur1•'
of
M.
rogates of
12M;
surrogates
;
0t3,
1•1M,f'I1,
,I
1I1
o
of
36
'I,
surrogates
(Nedarim
M~~El,
c).66
,
t.ti
,11
,
The other
passage, M. Sanhedrin vii. 5, relates to the judicial procedure in the case of a trial for the capital offense of
blasphemy, as conducted in the bygone days when the Jewish state still existed and had the power of life and death:
The blasphemer is not guilty except he pronounce67 the exact
Name (=e,•1 IH ~
Rabbi Joshua ben Qorha said:
1).
the
examination
Vt••.3
of the witnesses it was customary
Throughout
to employ a surrogate (11= ), (as for example) "May Mol'
smite!" or " (He blasphemed) "V ." When the trial was
completed, however, they did not proceed to the execution upon
of the text is a manifest corruption; cf. M. Nazir i. 1.
65 See Petuchowski's edition of Seder Nashim, Berlin, 1902, p. 178,
notes 33 f.
66 The
11=2 cited above form the subject matter of the text of Mishna
and Talmud and so are necessarily ancient. As is well known, the spellings
Dpb'•, 0 1 9, p , ,K• , 9'K, not infrequently occur in early Jewish
impressions for Mbt, etc. ; so also 11'14for
; ccf. Jastrow, Dictionary,
s.v. •MlK, and the Jewish Encyclopedia, vol.,l, ix. p. 164. But these are
doubtless relatively new devices to prevent the desecration of the printed
name. On the other hand, 'IWN~~1K which occurs for
TMKin the
'V•K~ an
formula of an oath in j. Nedarim 42 c, lines 10 f., is certainly
original
Talmudic '1:=.
6 In abuse of the
Deity or in cursing his fellow; cf. p. 138, note 47.
64 rl'141
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the basis of the surrogate. But they caused everybody not concerned to leave the room, and asked the most prominent among
what thou
the witnesses, saying to him, Repeat exactly (
rose to their feet
didst hear. This he did. Then the judges it.')
and rent their garments, and never mended them thereafter.68
And the second witness said, I too heard as he did. And the
third said, I too heard as he did.
1 have left the vocable s=
unpointed in both cases,
because that is the way it was written, and the traditional
pronunciation of it is neither here nor there. The vocalization is the vocalization of MrI', which tradition has failed
to transmit. The reading ~?C is that of the Jerusalem
Talmud and is commonly admitted to be the original; the
Babylonian Talmud has TD', which is manifestly a later
conformation of the spelling to the familiar Rabbinical name
%'i, Jose, the hypocoristic form of nt1l, Joseph. ~'I is also
the reading in the text of Sifra (104 ). The words 1'V
1= 11,which I have construed as two separate exam,ic
ples, i= 1'= and 1= 11 , have hitherto been construed as
smite
constituting together one single example, "May '1
from
the
earliest
with
the
that
times
result
they
D, !"
have thrown more darkness than light upon the Mishnic
narrative. The Babylonian Talmud appends the Baraitha
'
= (1=VW=)
7,W1Y, which it proceeds to inter=•2 inW1
the absurd sense that to be guilty a man must have
pret
cursed God by God. In speculating as to how this marvelous feat might be accomplished, the Gemara seriously asks
whether it may be done by engraving the divine name upon
the blade of a knife and with it piercing through another
object upon which that name has been written, but concludes
more sensibly by taking refuge in the text of Lev. 2411,
according to which the simultaneous utterance of the name
and cursing (anybody) constitutes the blasphemy.
The
Gemara has certainly mistaken the intent of the Baraitha;
PW
3%2=MV
W 17 means that one is not guilty of blas68The Gemara explains that the witnesses refrained from rending their
garmentsbecausethey had already rent them once at the originalhearingof
the blasphemy.
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pheming the name except he employ the vocable MrM,
which agrees entirely with the Mishna. On the other hand,
a sentence in the Jerusalem Gemara upon this section shows
clearly that MM1'MV1and '11' rN must be separately conThe witness says (j. Sanhedrin 25 a), MW
strued.
I Ia1
M41t
The
identical
name
which
1
)t3
?L?p 1~1 bb?p
'•n'"•7M,
it he blasphemed, and by it he
I have spoken in your hearing,
cursed. Hebrew scholars will not find fault with the rendering of
p by blaspheme in one phrase and curse in another.
The important point is that we have two distinct phrases
corresponding in their import to the two of the text. The
only object of the verb MV which would be in place in this
example of the quoted malediction is the suffix of the second
person singular, as in M. Shebu'oth iv. 13, P~Mb 11:, May
God smite thee ! and WMR M
P Thus may God smite
thee !69 Nor have we reason to be surprised at the asyndetic
recording of the two examples; we need only compare the
several series of examples in the passage quoted above from
M. Nedarim. The two illustrations furnished by the text,
'It' 14' and MV •K, are intended to cover the two forms
in which it would be necessary to employ the divine name in
giving and taking testimony at' such a trial: as subject of
the verb in quoting the blasphemous utterance, and as object
of the verb in characterizing the deed. In both cases a ~'4
such as MV was substituted for 1.
If we point the
the I'~ in this passage must be pointed
proper name
Mi_•,
The Mishna contains additional evidence that in the
centuries immediately before and after Christ 4'41 were
69 The citation of these formule of the Mishna without the employment of
a I= for either
Mbt was not permitted in later times; see
or
b. Shebu'oth 36 a. ,=
70 On this last point cf. Blau, Altjiidisches Zauberwesen, pp. 130 f. As a
specimen of the havoc which may be wrought by construing all four words as
a single sentence and adhering to the spelling of the Babylonian Talmud, we
may cite the interpretation devised by Levy: Jesus (Christ) is mightier than
Joseph (his father, and so by implication, than God) I See his NeuheFor another fantastic inv'.
braiisches und chaldaiisches W6rterbuch, s.v.
terpretation (M~r = Ze6s) see Kohut, Jewish Quarterly Review, vol. iii,
pp. 552 ff.
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employed for the name hMV which consisted of alterations
of the name by the exchange of certain of its consonants.
According to M. Sanhedrin x. 1 (b. xi. 1), "The following
have no portion in the world to come: he who affirms that
the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead is not derived
from the Law, or that the Law is not of heavenly origin;
and the Epicurean (freethinker).
Rabbi 'Aqiba says, Also
he that reads in exotic books and he that whispers over a
wound, repeating ' I will put none of the diseases upon thee
which I have put upon the Egyptians, for I am rM• (proTo this
nounced '1R) that healeth thee' (Ex. 1516)."
declaration of Rabbi 'Aqiba which anathematizes such as
practise sorcery, the Mishna appends the dictum of Abba
1n
Sha'Uil, a contemporary of Rabbi 'Aqiba, tl
MIMMn•
, that
The direct point of this sentence is plainly
11bM.
the mere utterance of the genuine divine name is an offense
for which the penalty is exclusion from the kingdom of
heaven. In Tosefta, Sanhedrin xii. 9 (ed. Zuckermandel,
p. 433), Abba Sha'Uflshares with Rabbi 'Aqiba the responsibility for the doctrine concerning sorcery, while the specification of the other offense comes first and is introduced with
the anonymous 1IMtlr, they have added, the language, however, being otherwise identical with that of the Mishna. It
may be admitted that the extreme religious penalty was
attached to the act of pronouncing the genuine divine name
in the opinion of only a certain minority of Rabbinical
authorities. But the question of the exact penalty for what
was universally considered a grave religious offense, does
not concern us here. Of greater importance is the phraseology in which the doctrine attributed by the Mishna to
Abba Sha'ctl is couched. MI is not a synonym of 1'= or
The Old Testament usage is poetical and figuI1t or 'i.
rative, and, taken by itself, affords no idea of the precise
prose signification of the word in such a connection as this.
is not to utter, nor to rehearse, nor to read, a word; but
',1M
to pronounce the letters of a word, to combine the letters of a
word in speech--we should say to vocalize; cf. the Syriac
q. and the Arabic LAvu. The clause of Abba Sha'fil is
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therefore to be interpreted, Also he that pronounces (vocalizes)
the Name with its own consonants. The plain implication
of this statement is that the pronunciation (vocalization)
of the name MI was permissible provided it did not
employ exactly the four consonants , M, 1, and M. The alternative in the mind of the speaker was certainly not the
employment of 71R, as is commonly supposed. The substitution of ';1A is not the "pronunciation of the name M717"
with any consonants whatever; the vocalization of the two
terms is entirely different. In other words, this declaration
of Abba Sha'il, upon the only rational explanation of its
phraseology, practically tells us that it was customary, in
and before the beginning of the second century A.D., to pronounce the name MIMIwith substituted consonants ; that is, to
employ ='= of the type indicated above as substitutes for it.
The first clause appended to the text of the Mishna in the
Jerusalem Talmud is more germane to the subject than is
the second. The brief Gemara reads, " Rabbi Mana said,
After the manner of those swearing Samaritans. Rabbi
Jacob bar Aha said, It is written with Yodh He, and it is
read (KIP~) with Aleph Daleth " (j. Sanhedrin 28 b). The
statement attributed to Rabbi Mana is manifestly a comment
upon the text of the Mishna, since it consists of nothing but
a dependent adverbial clause. And he rightly understood
the Mishna to be treating of the secular use of the divine
name: the Samaritans frequently employed the exact name;
On the other hand,
well behaved Jews made use of a 11.
the statement attributed to Rabbi Jacob is an independent
sentence which is entirely out of place in this connection
and was originally concerned with a wholly different subject, namely with the synagogue "reading" of the name in
the text of Scripture. 9K1p) is not a word to be used of a
vocable uttered in oaths, adjurations, and unguarded conversation. Nor can we suppose that Abba Sha'f^l gave himself
much anxiety over the possibility of the desecration of the
name in the services of the synagogue or in the Scripture
quotations of the pious.71
71

The rule attributed to Rabbi Jacob bar Ala in j. Sanhedrin 28 b is
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The Babylonian Gemara on this passage of the Mishna
(Sanhedrin 101 b) is of the greatest significance, both for the
support it brings to the present contention and for the light
it sheds upon another subject no less important, namely the
pronunciation of the name MI'. It contains only a Baraitha,
as short as it is weighty: MR
The
MK11%
• K1~P32 1n.
printed texts of the Babylonian Talmud exhibit MD for the
last word; but the word was alphabetically listed as WX in
the (eleventh century) 'Arich of Nathan b. Yehiel,72 and it
is commonly admitted that the latter is the original reading,
which has been corrupted to 'M; in the manuscripts underlying the Bomberg and subsequent editions of the Talmud.73
The meaning of the first two words of the Baraitha is, of
course, perfectly plain: It has been taught (in limitation of
the condemnation of the Mishna), In the territory (that is,
outside of the central sanctuary at Jerusalem). But the last
two words have hitherto defied successful interpretation.74
It is customary to attempt the explanation of the word WKX
by reference to the form
employed in the Samaritan
,MAK
to
render
Hebrew
the
Targum
=P: of Lev. 2411. But this
found in entirelydifferentcontextsin the BabylonianTalmud,Pesahinz50 a,
and Qiddushin71a. Both these passagespresent the rule in the form of an
utterance of God in the first person, " The holy One, blessed be he, said,
Not as I am written am I read; I am written with Yodh He and I am read
with Aleph Daleth ;" which is a fanciful elaboration of M? ? It? of
Ex. 315with the last word pronouncedM V. It should be noticed in passing
that in none of these three passageswhere T'?Kis mentioned as the " readis there any talk of 3"U, or any hint that VT?K
was habitually
ing" of
in Talmudictimes as a '11.
spoken of,I,4,
72 See the Bombergedition, Venice,
1531/2, fol. 4 b; Kohut, Aruch Completum, vol. i. p. 20; and cf. Buxtorf and Castell, s.v. =.
73 This
corruption, as will appear, was probably not without design.
Some personsseem to have understoodthe passagebetter than did the author
of the 'Arfch.
7 Cf. Goldschmidt, Der babylonische Talmud, vol. vii,
Berlin, 1903, p.
446, " jedoch bleibt der Ausdruck MM 1%Vdunkel." Dalman (Gottesname

Adonai, p. 50, note) rightlyrejectsthe interpretationsof the 'Arfich,of Rashi,
and of Levy, but the one he offers is equally unsatisfactory. He is of the
which in turn is a "Nebenform" of an
opinion that KXKstands for
,•, Vokalisieren." In his more recently pubassumed M
r = "Das Lesen,
_
lished Aramriisch-neuhebraiisches
WCrterbuchhe defines, "K•K h. das buchstaiblicheAussprechen"; but the Neo-Hebrewfor this last is 110'.
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Castell could do
is to explain one mystery by another.
than refer to M= of our pasno more with Samaritan
,lK
sage in the Babylonian Talmud, with the remark that from
the Samaritans' employment of this word we may see how
their hatred of the Jews did not prevent them from reading
the Talmud and borrowing its vocabulary. Then, too, we
have only to compare the Vulgate rendering of Lev. 2411.16
to see that it is by no means self-evident that the Samaritan
4Mis an exact synonym of Hebrew ~,to say nothing of
the fact that we are not quite unanimous about the precise
meaning of the Hebrew, or the circumstance that j'IK, as
well as t1Z, disputes with IMA the latter's place in the
Samaritan Targum.75 Furthermore, neither of the two
interpretations which naturally suggest themselves for
,Mb
of the Samaritan Targum of Lev. 2411will suit our passage,leaving the question of the grammatical construction entirely
out of account. If we adopt the meaning to pronounce, the
Baraitha adds nothing to the Mishna; and if we adopt the
meaning to curse or blaspheme, the passage, taken in connection with the Mishna, would be reducing to a mere offense
against the conscience, punishable by God alone, a crime for
The
which the Mosaic law prescribed death by stoning.
fact is, we are far more likely to be helped to an understanding of the Samaritan text by a correct interpretation of
the Talmudic passage.
The correct interpretation of the Baraitha is this: To the
statement of the Mishna that among those who have no
portion in the world to come is he that pronounces (vocalizes)
the Name with its own consonants, the Baraitha adds the conditions, In the territory (outside of the Temple) AND WITH
THE VOCALIZATION

A-G-A.

We must remember that the Jews of the period lacked
our grammatical concept of vowel, and that they had not
exactly our clear-cut concept of consonant.76 They did not
76See Vollers's edition.
76On the general subject of the grammatical attainments of the Rabbis,

see Berliner,Beitrdgezur hebraischenGrammatikim Talmudund Midrasch,
Berlin, 1879.

The author, however, fails to bring out the point made here.
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separate the elements of language into two mutually exclusive and supplementary categories. A word, to their minds,
had its several :1K1 (properly ln),
signs or letters,
which appeared upon the written page, and among which
N, 1, 1, and 4 (no matter how employed) had an equal
place with t and 1. And it had besides its peculiar speech
or mode of utterance, what we should call its pronunciation
rather than its vowels. If we attribute to them the conception of vocalization, we must think of it in the sense of
making vocal rather than in that of adding vowels to the consonants, as we are apt to do. Moreover, the letters of a
word were so many distinct units, but its vocalization was
one single mode of combining those units in speech. Thus
S•i9K had five :l'11K, but only one JIWV,mode of utterance,
"Aussprache," namely Elohim. Ordinarily the need of abstracting the vocalization of a word from its consonants did
not arise, and the
(spoken word) would of course
1W1)
its
own
But this Baraitha records
embody
proper r1"1:.
an oral tradition which could not, without committing the
very sin it inveighs against, specify the prohibited vocalization in the ordinary way. It accordingly effects the necessary
abstraction in about the only way possible to it - by inserting
an arbitrarily chosen consonant between two W's. This is
the nearest it can come to indicating " two syllables, with the
a sound in each."
Confirmation of the above interpretation is supplied from
a somewhat distant quarter. I refer to the much quoted
passage in Theodoret, Quaestiones in Exodum, xv. (Migne,
Patrologia Graeca, lxxx. 244): "This (the divine name
revealed to Moses) is called by the Hebrews ' unutterable '
(iiqpao-rov); for it is forbidden them to quote it with the
tongue (Stl'T
XYX(dT777T
rrpoOEpetv). It is written with four
characters, wherefore they refer to it also as ' the fourlettered' (rETpdrypappov). . . . And it is called by the
Samaritans Ia/3E,77 but by the Jews Ata." This Aya of
77
In the previous century, Epiphanius, whose Jewish birth is at least questionable (cf. Bonwetsch, PRE3, vol. v. p. 418), doubtless derived his identical
Ia~e from a Samaritan source; cf. Dietrich, ZA7TW, vol. iii. p. 298. The
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Gesenius78
Theodoret has occasioned much discussion.
it
the
of
Ex.
his
view was
314,and
reproduced
thought
I•tK
more
than
one
eminent
scholar.
It
was, howadopted by
Dietrich
in
a
series
of
letters to
ever, warmly disputed by
Franz Delitzsch on the pronunciation of
Dietrich
,111.79
refused to believe that any Jew to whom Theodoret
applied
for information could have been so ignorant as to suppose
that ;l was pronounced ah-ja, or that Theodoret would
have accepted the definition of the name from Ex. 314 when
he had asked for its pronunciation. That Church Father
must have repaired to the most muddled and ignorant Jew
alive to extract such misinformation. On the other hand,
Dietrich was positive that "ein Jude [the italics are his]
jederzeit sich eher wilrde haben todt schlagen lassen, als dass er
einem wirklich heidnischen, oder einemrnsich Christ nennenden 'I'I' den allerheiligsten Namen, wenn er auch die iilteste
Aussprache wusste, bloss zur Befriedigung der gelehrten Neugierde ausgesprochen hadtte." He accordingly reached the
conclusion that what Theodoret's Jew really furnished him
was the simple Ia (the abbreviated form 'T of the Old
Testament, which the Jews did not hesitate to pronounce),
and that the Syrian-born theologian prefixed a prosthetic a
on his own account.80 In the opinion that no Jew would
have committed the sacrilege of pronouncing the ineffable
name merely to satisfy curiosity, Dietrich was quite right.
No Jew would have been guilty of that act even for a more
laudable purpose. But he was altogether wrong in supposing that the Jews of the time were generally ignorant of the
statement of Kautzsch, Encyc. Bib., col. 3321, note 4, that the pronunciation Iape is ascribed by Epiphanius to a Christian sect, is incorrect;
the passage in which the name occurs, Adv. haer. I. iii. 20(40), is a parenthetic bit of lexicography on Epiphanius's own account, occasioned by
the heretics' ignorant employment of the word Sebaoth as an independent
name.
78 Thesaurus, p. 577.
79 The letters were published by Delitzsch after Dietrich's death in the
ZATW, vols. iii and iv. The statements on this point will be found in vol.
iii. pp. 282 f., 287 f., 293 f., 296 f.
80 Dietrich preferred not to rely upon the reading Ia, which happens to be
found in one patristic manuscript.
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true pronunciation of the name,81 and equally wrong in
the supposition that the name was as secret as it was sacred.
The Jew of whom Theodoret made inquiry evidently did
indicate to that respectable and learned Gentile the authentic
pronunciation of the name, and he did so without violating
either its sacredness or his own conscience, by reproducing
separately the abstract vocalization which belonged to the
four characters 17.
Theodoret manifestly mistook the purthe
but
heard distinctly and recorded faithof
reply,
port
the
itself.
His informant said AYA, agreeing
fully
reply
with
the
of the Baraitha in b. Sanhedrin
author
entirely
101 6b,for the medial consonant was of course arbitrarily
chosen in each case and hence variable.
A word needs to be said regarding the conclusion to be
drawn from the above testimony as to the pronunciation of
in the Jewish tradition of the Talmudic period. The
i•,I
Jews, like the Arabs down to the present time, heard the sound
&(= e as in "there ") only as a phase of a (as in "far "),
and would as readily employ b to represent the former
sound as we should spell a new word containing that
in the so-called
sound after the pattern of "man."
of
iy!_
cannot
be
Babylonian system
punctuation
distinguished
from
Moreover, in reproducing the vocalization apart
the word's proper consonants, they might easily emfrom ,•2.
phasize the identity of the sound by a little flattening ; so
that not even Theodoret's Ata is conclusive for a as against
4i. In any case, we have here conclusive evidence that the
historical pronunciation of f'l lay between the following:
Yahwa, Ydhwa, Yahwa*,Yahwd'. We shall have occasion to
return to this subject below.
Turning now to the previous question, and assuming for
the moment that the true vocalization of
may be represented as Yahwa, the doctrine of Mishnai,' and Baraitha of
Sanhedrin x. 1 combined is this: Only in the temple at
81 Blau
(Altjildisches Zauberwesen, p. 128 f.) takes issue with Dietrich on
this particular point, but it has not occurred to him to ask himself how the
knowledge he claims for the Jews of Theodoret's time was transmitted to
them or maintained, -unless he takes seriously the story of its septennial
transmission recorded in b. Qiddushin 71 a.
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Jerusalem was it permissible to say Yahwa; elsewhere one
might not utter that name without committing a sin against
God. But one might with impunity exchange certain of its
consonants, and say (for example) Yahma, employing a
•D of the name. Also one might pronounce its four consonants with a different vocalization, saying (for example)
Yehawweh, in which case one would be expressing a wholly
different word.
The evidence that it was customary upon occasion to pronounce the name MIM1in altered form is not yet exhausted.
One of the designations of that name current in Talmudic
The intelligent use of this term
times is Ot it3h
the
close of the Talmud, and its exact
soon
after
ceased very
...
meaning and origin have ever since remained a mystery.
The term does not occur in the authentic text of the
Mishna.82 It is found, however, in the Baraitha b. Sota
38 a, in Sifra on Lev. 2411 (104 c), and in Sifre on Num. 623
(ed. Friedmann, fol. 12 a), 627 (13 b); as well as in the
Babylonian Gemara, Yoma 69 6, IHagiga 16 a, Sanhedrin
60 a, and in the Midrashim, Shir-hashirim Rabba on 45,
Koheleth Rabba on 311b. The Aramaic
•tt' KbtD occurs
in two passages of Targum Jerushalmi II, Ex. 322 and
Lev. 2411, and is employed unintelligently in an Aramaic
anecdote in the section of Koheleth Rabba just mentioned.8
Though the suggested definitions of the term WVIOMMW
have been so numerous as to represent almost all the alternatives imaginable, thus far none can be said to have gained
the general assent of scholars.84 In recent times," it has
82 It is found in
corrupttexts of M. Yoma vi. 2, which section continues
to be cited in this connection; so by Blau, Ic. p. 124, and the Jewish Encyclopedia, vol. ix. p. 162. But the entire passage in which the term occurs is
an interpolation, lacking in the best manuscripts and printed texts; cf.
Dalman, GottesnameAdonai, p. 40, note, and Goldschmidt,Der babylonische
Talmud,vol. ii., Berlin, 1901, p. 942.
83 KWtI KMPlooks like a clumsyreproductionof the Hebrew W~IMM
MW.
The true Aramaic would be K='1' KtM; cf. Irrt 1X= of Targum
JerushalmiI, Lev. 2411.
8 Cf.
Gottheil, JAOS, vol. xviii. p. 361 ; Blau, Ic. p. 124.
85 For some of the older literaturesee
pp. 504 f. of Nestle's article quoted
below.
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been defined by Lw 86and Oppenheim87 as the name which is
8
engraved (upon the High Priest's diadem); by Rahmer as
the name that is explained (in Ex. 314); by Griinbaum,89 who
has written most voluminously and most confusedly upon the
subject, as the concealed or the mysterious name. By Nestle,g9
on the testimony of Syriac lexicographers, depending ultimately on a scholion of Jacob of Edessa (who never knew the
meaning of the term and had forgotten its exact form when
he wrote about it), and by Friedlinder 91 and Bacher,92 who
it is defined as the name which is
equate it with TMI1i't,
reserved for or peculiar to (God), that is, the proper name.
Torrey 93 interprets it as the holy name. The following renderings are more or less related: Geiger,94 "der ausdriickliche Name"; Cassel,95 "der nach seinem wirklichen Laut
ausgesprochene Name " ; Munk,96 le nom distinctement prononc6 " ; Fiirst,97 Nager,98 Levy,99 and Dalman,00 " der deutlich ausgesprochene Name."
So far as concerns the meaning of the verb contained in
the participial form V'13 , the last group of definitions is
certainly most in accord with the usage. Not to quote
Geiger, who bases his definition of our expression upon this
fact, Bacher, who thinks himself forced to a variant conclusf Beitraige zur jiidischen Alterthumskunde, I. i. p. 25.* This and the
following references marked with an asterisk I am obliged to make at second
hand.
87 Monatsschrift fiir die Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums,
vol. xviii. pp. 545 ff., vol. xix. pp. 326 ff.*
88Monatsschrift, vol. xix. p. 187.*
89 ZDMG, vol. xxiii. p. 632, vol. xxxi. pp. 225 ff., vol. xxxix. pp. 543 ff.,
vol. xl. pp. 234 ff.
90ZDMG, vol. xxxii. pp. 465ff.; cf. Bernstein, ibid. vol. iv. pp. 199 f.
91 The Guide of the Perplexed, of Maimonides, vol. i. p. 226, note 3.
92 Terminologie der Tannaiten, pp. 159f.
93JA OS, vol. xviii. pp. 180 ff.
4 Urschrift, u.s.w., p. 264.
95 Monatsschrift, vol. xix. pp. 73 ff.*
96
Le Guide des tgars, vol. i. p. 267.*
97 ZDMG, vol. xxxiii. pp. 297 ff.
98 ZDMG, vol. xxxv. pp. 162 ff.
99 Neuhebrilisches und chaldiiisches Wbrterbuch, s.v.
t..
.e. p. 53.
100oo
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has this to say of the Neosion in the case of
'TItts, •M,10
Hebrew use of the intensive
:101 Its standard meaning
is " deutlich machen, bestimmt aussprechen, heraussagen ....
Unser Verbum dient auch dazu, um anzugeben, dass etwas,
was in der Thora unbestimmt gelassen oder nur angedeutet
ist, in den prophetischen und hagiographischen Biichern
the nomen
deutlich ausgesprochen wird." The use of
actionis of Piel he illustrates with wt1ulV.103,
Y 11 tJV 1,
"Wo findet sich die Sache deutlich ausgesprochen ?" V-1.0
is further "die genauere Bestimmung einer biblischen Satis "ausdriicklich," with a refzung." The adverbial
erence among others to the-.0Zm
passage M. Sanhedrin vii. 5 quoted
The
147
above (pp.
f.)
participle
lbtb means "bestimmt
to
deutlich gekennzeichnet," as opposed
Clr "," unbestimmt,
102
Bacher goes on to say that WTIt has still
undeutlich."
another signification, "abgesondert," but the examples he
cites yield the closely related meaning of "distinguished"
rather than that of "detached." Moreover, for our present
purpose it is most important to consider the sense in which
T'T is used in connection with the divine name. In the
passage we have quoted from the Mishna, Sanhedrin vii. 5,
the intensive of t''T has the divine name as the object, and
the meaning there is unmistakable. The blasphemer is not
9),
guilty until he reproduce exactly the Name (•VW •'t
'•
that is, until he make use of the exact name. And further
M: lNbt, Repeat
on in the same paragraph, -1•=s 't1Y
, to the
and
didst
thou
what
hear;
express
according
exactly
as against
statement of the text, W~•T indicates
,•*.
,'1 Aramaic
To this we may add the testimony of the
usage in
connection with the divine name. In Lev. 2411.16 of both
Targum Onqelos and Targum Jerushalmi I, forms of VID
are used to render the Hebrew =1M. Whatever be the precise meaning of =,M, whether to utter or to curse, no one will
pretend that it is to separate. Compare also the Peshita of
Lev. 2416. It remains to point out that the act of speaking
is not necessarily bound up in the conception of V1M. It
lot1.e. pp. 154 ff.

10

1.c. p. 137.
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means to indicate exactly by any means.

So in Targum

I of Ex. 322 we haveVID i'PM=exactly
Jerushalmi
engraved,

and in Targum

Koheleth

311 ~

:103=

r' In view
name.
exactly written; in both cases of the divine •_S
it
can
of all this evidence I fail to see how
reasonably be
questioned that Hebrew I'Mbi is that which is exactly indicated or set forth.104
Now in spite of the facts we have rehearsed, the rendering
the exactly pronounced name for W'Ib~ MV has not hitherto
met with general acceptance. The basic objection to it was
voiced by Nestle in 1878: " Wie das Tetragrammaton [which
as a matter of fact was not pronounced] der deutlich ausgesprochene Name genannt worden sein soll, wenn nicht wie
lucus a non lucendo, sehe ich nicht ein." 105
In meeting this objection, we must consider a point which
has not received the attention it deserves, namely, the gram103See Levy, Das Targum zu Koheleth nach siidarabischen Handschriften,

Breslau, 1905, p. 11.
104The Old Testament &IracXe-y6te'voY
used adverbially in Neh. 88,
t"=,
admits of no other rendering than with accuracy; and the Perfect Pual of
=
r i t~i N V
Num. 1534 demands the corresponding interpretation,
should
be
done
unto
him.
set
what
been
had
not
it
exactly
forth
(specified)
for
1?.9
A similar interpretation is required for the Pael passive particle in the
Syriac term
l which continues to be erroneously renI~•? of thez
dered " The Gospel
Separated Ones "; so Burkitt, Evangelion DaMepharreshe, Cambridge, 1904, vol. ii. p. 31, " that is, the Gospels divided
into the four volumes of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John "; cf. Encyc. Bib.,
col. 4999. But when were the Gospels divided? Of this interpretation
Torrey very properly remarked in 1897, " There could be no reason for
speaking of the four Gospels as Lseparated '; least of all if they were to be
contrasted, as the original form, with a mixture like the Diatessaron"

antithetical to

I is, however,
(l.c. pp. 178 f.). That the term 1.c.
?
?'1, which serves to characterize the Diatessaron, cannot be doubted,
But it does not follow that
as was shown by Gottheil (ibid. p. 361).
is therefore the separated. The antithesis of harmonized or combined is not disharmonized or separated, but unharmonized, uncombined.
?.sa~
And this is precisely the purport of the participle
, reproduced in
their exact or authentic form. L~.si ?
is pa.•
therefore The Gospel
-o
we should
of the (four) exactly reproduced, or as ,a
put it, The (four) Gospels
in their exact form. For the rest, it seems to me that even when employed of
ordered lections, the idea embodied in the participle is that of exact demarcation rather than that of division.
10I1.c., p. 505.
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All the renderings of
matical form of our expression.
MV (the engraved name, the explained name, the
V'•M,
concealed name, the proper name, the holy name, the express name, the distinctly or exactly uttered name) treat the
term as if it consisted of a determinate substantive with attributive adjective attached, that is, as Neo-Hebrew for MWM
WVIt~ . But that is not the actual construction in this
case.106 WItti'l is not an attributive adjective, but a substantive in the genitive. The true solution of the matter
seems to me this:

WttID' = the vocable TI•M.107
Once more I call attention to the terminology of M. Sanhedrin vii. 5. The vocable M•EIwe are told is a
of MT'.
.'12
or
that
with
other
So
when pronounced MCI",
any
exchange
of its consonants (")=M), the name r~' would be M : ;
on the other hand, when pronounced
it is Vittl.
,MM,,
This meets fully the objection expressed by
Nestle, and at the
same time supplies additional confirmation of the proposition
with which we set out; for of course the mere existence of
the expression requires us to assume that the name was
sometimes purposely mispronounced. The term Wi•Drl MV,
then, is not the name which was exactly pronounced, but the
name ~T~I with its exact pronunciation. We may now quote
one of the earliest passages in which the expression occurs,
MD
Sifre on Num. 62 (fol. 12 a): MW2 ?M'I "= 1
1=11•'2
4114= M4111=1
To'I

lln't."i MW= ?Rwlv

=

?:: 41tw m 1=1It~l~y

10e Griinbaum concluded that we have here " ein neugebildeter, besondrer
Kunstausdruck," ZDMG, vol. xxxix. p. 556; and Torrey agrees with him.
It is not, however, the meaning of WIV't that is peculiar in this expression;
it is the construction.
107By this I do not in the least intend to imply that MV1•4'= in the Old
Testament is "das Wort Jhvh," as Jacob, In Namen Gottes; on which see
Heitmiiller in the Theologische Literaturzeitung for 1905, cols. 369 ff. The
equivalents indicated above are purely scholastic, and would have been
quite impossible in an age when people habitually used
immediately of
M1,,
the person of their God.
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"Thus shall ye bless the children of Israel." - That is, with the
name in its exact form. Thou sayest, ' In its exact form? am I not to understand, with a surrogate ?' The statement is,
" They shall put my name upon the children of Israel:"-with the name in its exact form; only in the town with a
surrogate.108
In the foregoing pages I have attempted to show (1)
that the Masoretic text of Ex. 314 goes back to the fourth
century B.C. ; (2) that v.14a is an interpolation dependent
of 14b; (3) that the
upon the reading
=•.th'1 t•hit. the
,•1•K
in
of an original
alteration
14b
represents
reading #17T1A
had
at
which
not
been
effected
the
MiT,
beginning of the
fifth century B.C.; (4) that that alteration was not accidental, but due to the purpose to prevent the utterance of
the ineffable name in this one passage of the Pentateuch
where the employment of the ordinary synagogue surrogate
for MPI1,namely T•1K, was from the nature of the case
impossible ; (5) that the alteration took place, accordingly,
sometime during the fourth century B.C., most probably
coinciding with the spread of the Pentateuch and the rise
of the Jewish synagogue; and finally (6) that such alteraand of other religious terms, in
tions, both of the name MTI~T
cases where it was necessary to employ the word and yet
desirable to avoid its actual pronunciation, are abundantly
evidenced for the ensuing period; the regular method of
alteration being to exchange one or more of the consonants
of the word while leaving intact its syllabic and vocalic cast.
If these positions have been satisfactorily sustained, ~PMKof
M
Ex. 314b is a purely phonetic f13 of M1,
entirely devoid of
from
and
differs
in
the
sound
meaning,
proper name of the
God of the Hebrews only in substituting K for 4 and 4 for 1.
I have not overlooked the fact that in one unimportant
is unlike the other purely phonetic
respect the word
,~M
=132which have been adduced from the Rabbinical literature: it is not in itself a non-word that can never be anything but a 413'. It is, however, in my judgment, a sufficient
reply to this superficial objection to point out that in the
10s

Cf. p. 144 above.
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fourth century B.C. the device of the ~1 was doubtless
still in its incipiency; and further, that the selection of
M ', put
RK? was clearly suggested by the words I7t MIr
into the mouth of the Deity in the preceding v.12; it so
happened that the requirements of a phonetic '~ were fully
met by this word, which from its essential character as a
verb could not be mistaken by the hearer for anything but
a surrogate of MI1'. Of this we may be certain, that 'M"M
was chosen to replace ItM solely because of its phonetic
availability and without any regard to its positive lexical
value, - exactly as bleu is used for Dieu in French oaths.
On the other hand, the virtually contemporary interpolation
of v.14a with its #'171K'V
rK, leaves no doubt whatever
14b
was pronounced as the first person singular
that 11Rb of
Imperfect of the verb M', and is not a merely coincidental
group of letters of whose vocalization we can know nothing.
This being so, our passage supplies us with much earlier
than any we
evidence as to the vocalization of the name M1•M
have hitherto possessed. For we now know that in the
fourth century B.c. it was pronounced with the same vowels
as was the first person singular Imperfect of the verb MM.
It is established, in the first place, by native testimony of the
best possible kind, that the name consisted of but two syllables. The testimony is the best possible, because the only
better would be a direct statement that the word had two
syllables, which is impossible in the mouths of people who
lack the concept of "syllable."
There remains, in the second place, the question as to the
quality of the vowels of the verbal form ;MMNin the fourth
century B.C. As regards the vowel of the second syllable, the
L, of the Imperfect
question can be definitely answered.
to
the
best
verbs, according
judgment of modern
Qal of
,"T
scholars, represents a direct transition from former ai (t_),109
which must, however, have ceased to be heard before the form
was spelled with final M. The vowel of the second syllable of
therefore, had the sound of e in " there " or a in " fare."
11,IKN,
Regarding the short vowel of the first syllable, we cannot
109 See Kautzsch, ? 75 e, and the literature there cited.
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be quite so precise. The vowel of the preformative of the
Qal Imperfect of all verbs was originally a, and according
to the Tiberian punctuation it had not departed very widely
from that primitive sound in the case of the first person
singular, when the vowel-points were invented. It is true
that the so-called Babylonian system of punctuation points
the prefix of the first person singular, like that of the other
persons, invariably i.110 But that certainly represents a later,
not an earlier, phase of development than the one arrested
by the Tiberian pointing. For the line of phonetic change
in the quality of the vowels is from (1) a as in "far " to
(2) a as in "fare" (= e' as in "there"), to (3) e as in
More"pet," to (4) e as in "pretty" (= i as in "pity").
no
in
as
we
ear
for
have
over, just
(2)
very short syllables,
so the Hebrews had no ear for (3) except in long syllables.
The phases to be reckoned with in the short first syllable of
IfN are therefore, a, a, and i. And there exists no reason
for supposing that the Palestinian pronunciation had already
traveled through the final i stage and was on the way back
again when the vocalization was fixed by means of the
Tiberian pointing. The statement of Qimchi 111that ?tpb
was pronounced with Seghol in the prefix to distinguish it
from n e need not be taken seriously, even if we admit
that the latter was pronounced iqtol (without consonantal j).
In Modern Arabic the vowel of the prefix of the Imperfect
has been changed to i in all persons but the first singular,
where, under the influence of the A and without the aid of
artificers, it remains a.112 So in Hebrew, the influence of the
guttural A checked and prevented the development of the
110 See
Kahle, Der masoretische Text des A Ts nach der Uberlieferung der
babylonischen Juden, p. 53. Yet according to Diettrich, ZATW, vol. xx. pp.
153 f., Yemen manuscripts of Targum Onqelos point the prefix of the first
person with a in Aramaic only under the influence of the Hebrew !
111See Kautzsch, ? 47 b.
112See Vollers, Lehrbuch der aegypto-arabischen Umngangssprache,p. 28,
and cf. his note 3 on p. 29.
K6nig, Lehrgebiude, i. p. 159, says, "Der ursprtingliche Vocal der
Praformativa, natmlich 1, hat sich im regelmissigen Verb immer zu I zugespitzt, welches durch Mzu 6 zerdriickt wird." But when was the K absent,
that there might be a point to crush ?
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vowel in the prefix of the first person to the i form reached
in the case of the other persons.
was proAccordingly, in the fourth century B.C.
,Ix
of the
nounced either 'ahya* or, with a slight sharpening
in
the
fourth
first vowel, 'a*hyd*. Similarly,
century B.C.
was pronounced Yahwd',with possibly a slight modifi,•1M
cation of the first vowel in the direction of Ya'hwd. And
we have only to turn away from the printed page and trust
entirely to the ear, to realize that the short vowel of the
first syllable may very well have varied from one shade
This
to the other in different localities and individuals.
conclusion is in harmony with the testimony of the Baraitha
in b. Sanhedrin 101 b, and with the statements of Epiphanius and Theodoret, which have been noticed above.

